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A series capillary viscometer has been used to measure 

the viscosity of nitro~en and air over a temperature range of 

100 to 400°K and to pressures of 150 atmospheres. 

The low pressure results have been correlated using a 

n == 

Intermolecular force constants have been computed for 

nitrogen using the Chapman Enskog collision theory approach. 

The'viscosity in the dense gas re~ion was correlated 

using equationsof the form 

and thus overall equatiorofor vdscosity as a function of 

temperature 

n = 

and density 

c Tc2 
1 

T+C 
3 

were formulated as 

i j 



These equations were used to generate tables of smoothed 

values of viscosity as a function of pressure and temperature. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Unless otherwise defined in the text, the symbols used 

in this work have the following meanings: 

D capillary diameter 

g gravitational constant 

h height 

K Boltzmann constant 

L,t capillary length 

m Hagenback correction factor 

n Couette correction factor 

P pressure 

Q mass flow rate 

R capillary radius, D/2 

T absolute temperature, °K 

u· fluid flow velocity 

V volume 

V volume flow rate 

z compressibility factor 

a coefficient of thermal expansion 

6,6 difference, differentiation sign 

£ maximum potential energy of attraction 

~ coefficient of viscosity 

p density 

o low velocity collision diameter 

T shear stress, time 

w weight, reduced density 

ix 



Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upstream and downstream 

capillaries respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The physical property that characterises the resistance 

to flow of simple (Newtonian) fluids, be they liquid or gas, 

is the viscosity. A concept of viscosity is the idea that 

the internal friction between the molecules of the fluid causes 

adjacent parts in the fluid to move when either of these parts 

are caused to move. In actual fact this effect is produced by 

. 2 change of momentum from one l::tyer in the fluid moving between 

finite boundaries. The resistance of the fluid to develop a 

velocity gradient is the essential feature and form~the 

quantitative assessment of the viscosity. 

The viscosity is one of the properties of a fluid termed 

the "transport properties", the others being the coefficients of 

diffusion and thermal conductivity, all of which are physically 

similar in that they involve the transport of some physical 

property through the fluid. 

'In a simple fluid, the resisting force produced by the 

fluid flow is proportional to the velocity gradient and it may 

be defined by the equation 

T = n du 
ay (I.I) 

1 
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where T is the shearing stress between adjacent parallel layers 

in a fluid having viscosity n and a velocity gradient of du/dy 

normal to the axis of flow. This definition first propounded 

by Newton applies to steady laminar flow. 

Accurate experimental viscosity data furnishes a worth

while contribution to the study of the interrelationship between 

various transport coefficients of gases _ and intermolecular 

models as postulated by different theories. The theory is 

merely a method of describing certain phenomena which can be 

refined or replaced by a new one when it is no longer reliable. 

To justify such changes in a theoretical approach to the problem, 

experimental proof is important. 

In order to improve understanding of molecular interaction 

in dilute and dense fluids accurate experimental data of the 

transport coefficients, especiallr that of viscosity of gases 

over broad temperature and pressure ranges are required. 

Values for viscosity of gaseous substances are also of 

practical importance in engineering mechanics such as fluid 

dynamics and heat transfer in fluids, entering directly into 

Reynolds, Schmidt and Prandtl criteria. 

Considering the aspects presented.above the main 

objective of this research is to carry out accurate experimental 

viscosity measurements of nitrogen and air over a broad pressure 

and temperature range. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Work relevant to the viscosity of nitrogen and air under 

dilute gas and dense gasconditions is to be discussed in this 

section. For a'listing of the data presented by other authors 

the reader is referred to appendix (A3), also Figures (2.1) 

and (2.2) graphically illustrate the regiomwhich other authors 

have covered. 

LOW PRESSURE VISCOSITY WORK 

Vogel (I] in 1914 carried out the first investigation of 

the viscosity of dilute nitrogen at low temperatures. Two 

oscillating disc viscometers, essentially of the same design but 

dimensionally different, were employed to obtain results for 

some twenty common gases. The viscometers were enclosed in 

sealed glass vessels, which in turn were located in constant 

temperature baths. The boiling point of liquid air, 81.6°K and 

the ice point of water, 273.15°K were the only two temperatures 

at which the viscosity of nitrogen was measured. Both apparatus 

were calibrated using dry air at the ice point of water and 

the measurements evaluated using the Coulomb-Maxwell theory for 

oscillating discs. 
-4 

The absolute viscosity of nitrogen given as n
0 

= 1.678 x 10 

3 
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poise at 273.15°K appears to be some 1% above more recent 

determinations. However the other data point at 8l.6°K is in 

good agreement with the works of Vasilesco [2], Clarke and 

Smith [3] and this present work, but since no statement of the 

accuracy of the apparatus has been given its reliability must 

be considered questionable. 

In 1929 Trautz and Baumann [4] reported experimental viscosity 

data for several dilute gases and gas mixtures. The viscosities 

of nitrogen and air were obtained using a single capillary 

transpiration viscometer at fourteen different temperatures 

ranging from 195 to 583°K. The formula given by Milliken, 

relating the reference dry air viscosity values to the 
-8 

calibrating temperatures T in °C[nAIR T = 1823.8-4 x 10 (23-T) 
' 

poise x l0 7],was used by Trautz and Baumann [4] to calculate 

their reference viscosities. This formula, which had. been used 

as the standard for most of the work done in North America 

before 1940, gives the reference air viscosity as about 0.5% 

lower than that given by Vogel (1], which had been generally 

accepted as the standard in Europe. Therefore a recalculation 

of results would be necessary before a comparison could be 

attempted. Furthermore, Trautz and Baumann [4] apparently 

made no attempt to estimate the accuracy of these results. 

An oscillating disc viscometer, calibrated with air at 

22.6°C was used by Sutherland and Maass (5] in 1932 to 

investigate the~viscosity of three common gases, including air, 

over the temperature range of 80 to 300°K. The use of several 

heat transfer fluids in the temperature bath permitted a greater 
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number of data points to be obtained than had been possible 

with the viscometer used by Vogel. In all, eight data points 

were obtained over the temperature. range, with a large gap 

between 90 and 170°K. A great deal of care was taken to isolate 

the apparatus from any stray magnetic fields and also to 

eliminate any static electrical charges. The results are 

stated to be consistent to within ±.4% • 

. Johnston and McCloskey [6] in 1940 reported on the 

viscosities of eight common gases including nitrogen and air 

over the temperature range of 90 to 300°K. The apparatus 

employed was one very similar to, and in fact based on, that 

designed by Sutherland and Maass [5]. By means of a careful 

selection of heat transfer fluids used in the temperature bath, 

Johnston and McCloskey [6] were able to ohtain data points evenly 

spaced over the entire reported temperature range. The smoothed 

results presented are stated to be accurate to within ±.7%, 

however at the lowest temperatures they are 1.5 to 2.5% higher 

than the data obtained by all other authors. This would seem 

to indicate the existence of a systematic error at these 

temperatures. 

In 1945 Vasilesco [2] presented several sets of gas 

viscosity data covering the broad temperature range of 90 to 

1600°K. The viscosity of nitrogen was determined at three 

points between 90 and 273°K, and that of air at several 
~ 

temperatures in excess of 273°K. The apparatus employed was 

an absolute Poiseuille type viscometer with platinum capillaries 

which had first been calibrated with the gas at 273.15°K. In 
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this way the data were presented as a fraction ofthe ice point 

viscosity, i.e. n/rt
0

• Vasilesco [2] estimated that the data 

were accurate to within ±0.15% with respect to the ice point 

viscosity. However no attempt to assess the absolute accuracy 

of the reference ice-point viscosities was reported. 

A constant volume transpiration capillary viscometer was 

employed by Clarke and Smith [3] in 1967 to measure the viscosity 

of dilute nitrogen in the temperature range of 114 to 374°K. 

The viscometer was composed of a helical capillary tube mounted 

between two vessels filled to different starting pressures. 

The resulting variable pressure drop over the capillary was 

read several times during each run in order to evaluate a 

integral-type working equation obtained from the Poiseuille 

equation. The data were obtained by taking an average of at 

least five individual determinations at a given temperature, 

this has the effect of reducing the experimental scatter but 

does not influence the absolute accuracy which is stated to 

be better than ±1% at all but the lowest temperatures. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS ON LOW PRESSURE (DILUTE) VISCOSITY DATA 

FOR NITROGEN AND AIR. 

(1) The available low temperature viscosity data is sparse 

even for one of the more thoroughly investigated gases such 

as nitrogen. 

(2) In the Iow~st temperature regions, i.e. around 100°K, the 

discrepancy between the nitrogen data of Clarke and Smith 

[3] and Johnston and McCloskey [6] reaches a maximum of 

3%. A similar condition exists between the only low 
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temperature air data available, that of Sutherland and 

Maass [5] and Johnston and McCloskey [6]. 

{3) All dilute low temperature viscosity data for air and all 

but two determinations for nitrogen have employed oscilat

ing disc viscometers; as recently as 1964 Kestin and 

Wang [7] stated that the theory of the oscillating disc 

had not been fully developed and therefore that the 

results of these earlier determinations were certainly 

in doubt. 

HIGH PRESSURE VISCOSITY WORK 

In 1931 Michels and Gibson [8] presented data on the 

viscosity of nitrogen at pressures of up to 1000 atmospheres 

and at three isotherms of 298.15, 323.15, and 348.15°k. A 

non-steady flow capillary viscometer was used, the dense gas 

being driven-through an 80 em long glass capillarf by the 

pressure produced by a falling column of mercury 30 em in 

length. The progress of the dropping mercury was measured using 

a series of platinum contacts fused into a glass column. The 

repeatability of the data was reported as ±0.5%, although no 

actual details of the determination of this accuracy were given, 

the results appear to be in good agreement with other more 

recent work. 

Ross and Brown (9] in 1957 presented data on the viscosity 

of nitroien and_two other gases at pressures from 35 to 680 

atmospheres and over the temperature range of 223.35 to 298.15°K. 

The apparatus used for the measurements was a single glass 

capillary non-steady flow viscometer. The glass capillary, 
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being mounted longitudinally between a pair of metal bellows, 

was displaced axially causing one bellow to expand and the 

other to contract, thus forcing gas through the tube. This 

device was mounted within a thermostated pressure bomb. The 

tube displacement was measured as a function of time and a 

careful calibration of the bellows spring constant facilitated 

the-determination of a pressure time relationship and the 

calculation of the viscosity using the Poiseuille equation. 

The reported accuracy of the data was ±1% and a comparison with 

the data obtained by Michels and Gibson (8] shows an average 

deviation of about 0.5%. 

Kestin and Wang [7] in 1958 presented a re-evaluation of 

viscosity measurements made and presented by Kestin and Pilarczyk 

[10] in 1954. The work included data on the viscosity of air 

and nitrogen at 298.15°K and at pressures up to 70 atmospheres. 

The re~evaluation was made using an improved theory for 

the oscillating disc viscometer formulated by the authors 

in 1957. The analysis consisted of the application of a 

semi-empirical edge correction factor; whereas previous 

evaluations had considered the disc an infinite flat plate 

with no edge effects. The correction had the effect of changing 

the previously published viscosity data by up to 1.7% for air 

and-nitrogen. 

The re-evaluated data were plotted as a function of pressure, 

which in the case of nitrogen exhibits excellent agreement with 

the work of Michels and Gibson (8]. However there were insufficient 

air data available to allow any meaningful comparison. The authors 
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state that their correlations for viscosity as a function of 

pressure at 25°C are accurate to within ±0.6%. 

A determination of the viscosity of eleven gases including 

air and nitrogen, at temperatures of 293.15 and 298.15°K and 

at p~essures of up to 70 atmospheres was published in 1960 by 

Kestin and Leidenfrost [11]. The apparatus employed an 

oscillating disc and was claimed to be an absolute viscometer 

on the basis of a more refined theory developed by Newell [12] 

in 1959. Although no statement of accuracy was made the data 

appear to be in excellent agreement with the data of Kestin 

and Wang [7] and Michels and Gibson [8]. 

In 1964 Kestin and Whitelaw [13] presented a set of 

data on the viscosity of dry and humid air, at pressures up to 

140 atmospheres and for six isotherms between 298.15 and 

523.15°K. An oscillating disc viscometer was employed, which 

was calibrated with dry air at 293.15°K. The results were 

stated not to be subject to an uncertainty in excess of 

±0~4%. The data were correlated in the form of excess viscosity 

vs density, the excess viscosity being defined as n excess 

= n-n
0 

where n
0 

is the viscosity at zero density for a specific 

temperature; n
0

(T). The authors' demonstrate that the isotherms 

below 373.15°K provide an excellent fit to a third order 

polynomial in density. The higher temperature isotherms,howeve~ 

appear to produce values of viscosity up to 3.5% higher than 

previous work by Kestin and Leidenfrost [11] and Kestin and 

Wang [7]. This trend is not fully understood and cannot be 

fully accepted. The authors suggest that it may have been 



caused at higher temperatures by a systematic error in the 

apparatus. 
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Whitelaw [14] in 1960 using a transpiration type 

capillary viscometer, obtained_ viscos.i ty data on high pressure 

steam and nitrogen. The nitrogen data covered pressures up 

to 114 atmospheres and a temperature range of 289.15 to 296.15°K. 

A detailed error analysis shows the results to be accurate to 

±1.1% at the most unfavorabl~.conditions. Although the results 

show a fairly high degree of experimental scatter they are 

generally in good agreement with previous authors. 

In 1963 Flynn, Hanks, Lemaire and Ross [15] presented 

viscosity measurements for four common gases, including 

nitrogen, at pressures of up to 200 atmospheres and over a 

temperature range of 194.65 to 373.15°K. Previous to this 

\vcrrk, there had been no accurate viscosity measurernen ts made 

at pressures above 1 atmosphere and at temperatures below 

273.15°K. The authors used a sin~le capillary steady flow 

viscometer, the driving pressure being produced by a pair of 

counter reciprocating pistons driven by a constant speed 

synchronous motor. A comuarison of the work of these authors 

shows good agreement with that of previous authors; however 

the stated experimental accuracy of ±0~1% does not appear to 

be justified or reasonable. 

ln 1963, Goldman [16] presented a paper covering work 

carried out exclusively on the viscosity of nitrogen in the dense 

gas region. ~1easurements were taken at temperatures of 194.7, 211.9 

and 298.2°K and at pressures of up to 120 atmospheres. The apparatus 
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employed was a constant volume single capillary non~steady flow 

viscometer, the test gas was forced through the capillary by a 

pressure difference created by the oil in one side of a large 

U-tube manometer. The viscosity data was found to agree relatively 

well with the work of Ross and Brown [9] and was correlated using a 

standard derived formula based on Enskog's theory for dense 

gases. Although no estimate of the experimental accuracy was 

reported, the data points had a maximum deviation from the 

correlation of +5.0 and -1.4%. 

The viscosity of nitrogen-helium gas systems was 

investigated by Kao and Kobayashi [17] in 1967. The results 

presented for pure nitrogen cover a temperature region from 

183.15 to 323.l5°K and pressures of up to 500 atmospheres. The 

apparatus employed was a single capillary steady flow viscometer 

equipped with a double plunger volumetric pump, which maintained 

a steady flow throughout a test run. The maximum probable 

error was reported to be ±0.137%, the overall precision of 

the· results appears to be excellent. 

Goring and Eagan [18] in 1971 presented data on the 

viscosity of air at the temperature of 423.15°K and pressures 

of 36.75 and 104.79 atmospheres. The viscosity was measured 

using a single capillary steady flow viscometer, which was 

callibrated with dry air. The experimental scatter in the 

determination of the end correction effect was extremely 

high, as much as 8% at the lowest flow rate. Also a temperature 

gradient in excess of 20°C was reported along the length of 

the 20 inch capillary, this is thought to cast dispersions on 

the accuracy of the data. 
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In 1966 Lo, Carrol and Stiel [19] presented a paper on 

the viscosity of air at high pressures, the work consisted of 

a correlation of work done by twelve previous authors. The 

excess viscosity n - n
0 

was .plottedagainst the parameter PT/T 

where PT is defined as the thermal pressure; T{(oP/a~~V}. The 

data were correlated using th~ equation n - n
0 

= 
5.76 x l0- 5(PT/T) 1•125 poise and the results were presented in 

a tabular form of viscosity as a function of temperature and 

pressure. The correlation is in agreement with the data at 

lower pressures to within ±2.5% 1 however at higher pressures, 

the deviation is as high as_ ±10%. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS ON HIGH PRESSURES (DENSE) VISCOSITY DATA 

FOR NITROGEN AND AIR 

(1) High pressure low temperature viscosity data is virtually 

non-existent even for nitrogen. 

(2) No viscosity data for air at densities in excess of 0.17 GM/CC 

is currently available. 

(3) The medium pressure work done by Kestin and Whitelaw [13] 

exhibfts a deviation of +4% from the other medium pressure 

data available for air. 

(4) The present data is the only available data to be produced 

over the wide pressure and temperature range for either 

nitrogen or air using a single primary apparatus. 

DENSITY 

In order to calculate the viscosity from working equation 

(3 .15) it is necessary to have an accurate knowledge of the 

density of the measured gas at the appropriate thermodynamic state. 
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In 1971 Coleman and Stewart [20] published a paper on 

the thermodynamic properties of nitrogen. An equation of state 

was developed for the temperature range of 70 to 1000°K and at 

pressures of up to 1000 atmospheres. In correlating the 

available density data the authors examined the works of twenty 

nine authors and selected a shortened list of twelve sets of 

data. The final equation takes the form of pressure, as a 

function of density and temperature. The inaccuracy of the fit 

is stated not to exceed ±0.15% at any temperature and pressure. 

Vasserman, Kazavchenskii and Rabinovich [21] in 1971 

published a book on the thermodynamic properties of air and air 

components. The equations of state for air and nitrogen were 
' 

developed in much the same way as that of Coleman and Stewart (20]. 

The authors present the equation in the form of the compressability 

factor·as a function of reduced temperature and reduced density. 

Although the equation for nitrogen was not used in this work, 

a comparison with the calculated densities obtained using the 

equation of Coleman and Stewart [20] was made and showed 

excellent agreement over the more dense region, but a deviation 

of 0.4% in the one atmosphere region. The equation of state 

for air is claimed to be in agreement with the data to within 

±0. 2%. 

These two equations of state, along with the computer 

programmes necessary to use them, are presented in more detail 

in Appendix ( A2 ) • 



CHAPTER 3 

THEORY 

The Hagen-Poiseuille equation can be arrived at by 

considering the forces acting on a fluid moving in a cylindrical 

pipe,, as done by Schlichting (22], where (1) The axis of the 

tube is the x direction. (2) The tangential and radial 

components of velocity are zero. (3) The fluid moves under the 

influence of a pressure gradient which acts in the direction of 

the x axis. (4) There is no pressure gradient in the radial or 

tangential directions. Consider a coaxial fluid cylinder of 

length t and radius y. In order for the condition of equilibrium 

to be maintained in the x direction the pressure forces 

(P 1 ~P 2 )wy 2 acting on the faces of the cylinder must be equal 

to the shear forces 2nytT acting on the circumferential area, 

thus: 

T = 

In the case of Newtonian fluids 

T = -n du/dy 

combining equation (3.1) and (3.2) 

du 
cry = -

Pl-P2 
n t 

r. 
2-

16 

(3 .1) 

. (3. 2) 

(3. 3) 
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and integrating 

Pl-P 2 v2 
u(y) = n 1 (c-r- ) (3.4) 

The boundary condition of no slip at the wall or u=O at y=R 

yields: 

(3. 5) 

It can be seen that the velocity profile across the tube is 

parabolic, and therefore the mean velocity u is equal to half 

the maximum velocity. 

u = 
Pl-P2 

Sn.t 

now introducing the volumetric flow rate V 

(3.6) may be written as: 

• wR4 
V =BriT (Pl-P2) 

(3. 6) 

2- . = wR u equat1on 

(3.7) 

This was first deduced empirically by c·. Hagen in 1839, shor1:ly 

thereafter by J. Poiseuille and is known as the Hagen-Poiseuille 

equation of laminar flow through a pipe. 

This simple equation is inadequate for accurate work in 

the above form since ~he conditions of (a) steady flow, and 

(b) no slip at the walls, are not totally satisfied. 

A correction for (b), the slip at the walls of the tube 

can be achieved by increasing the fourth power of the radius 

of the tube by -~ factor of { l+:E} where R is the tube radius 

and t:is a function of the mean free path of the molecules of the 

fluid in the tube. 

Knudsen [23] did some experimental work with flow in a 
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tube to find the coefficient of slip. He obtained the formula 

for the mean free path as 

2. 128.n 

(pPf2 
(3. 8) 

~e carried 6ut a substantial number of experiments with several 

different fluids on solids and concluded that the slip correction 

coefficient could best be represented by the equation 

£ • 
8 !.: 

C.~ n {2/Ppw} 2 (3.9) 

He found empirically that the average value of the constant 

'C' was 0.81. The viscosity equation with the slip correction 

is therefore, 

1"1 • 
1r R 4l1P 

8tV 
(1+4e:/R) (3.10) 

For simple capillary flow conditions the above equation is 

still inadequate, since it neglects the acceleration of the 

flow at the entrance of the tube. The fluid must be accelerated 

to the parabolic profile it assumes some distance along the 

tube. It therefore follows that there must be a drop in pressure 

due to the fact that the fluid will have gained kinetic energy. 

This, in itself, would not affect the viscosity equation if 

the velocity could be fully recovered at the exit, however 

this is not possible and therefore allowances must be made for 

this loss of head. The pressure drop due to energy losses as 

the fluid is accelerated into the capillary may be derived 

from Bernoulli's equation, 

(3.11) 
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This loss of pressure does not take into account the 

actual viscous friction in the transition length. In order to 

.allow for this, the end correction is assumed to be of the 
• 2 

form, ~ , where 'm' is a constant. 
,.. R 
There is a considerable amount of contradictory data 

and conclusions in the literature concerning the magnitude of 

the dimensionless correction factor'm'. The values obtained 

for the constant 'm' vary from 1 to 1.21 from theoretical 

work. However the experimental work of Flynn et al. [15] stated 

that m varied from 0.88 to 1.70 and was a ~unction of both 

temperature and Reynolds number. Unfortunately there are not 

enough results of sufficient accuracy available to prove or 

disprove this theory. 

The main ad"antage of the two capillary viscometer is that 

the end correction term is eliminated. The reader is therefore 

referred to references [14] and [31] for further information on 

the value of 'm'. 

A further correction, first suggested by Couette [24], is 

the correction to allow for the viscous drag between the 

converging and diverging streamlines outside the entrance and 

exit of a capillary. This correction is usually achieved by 

increasing the length of the capillary by an amount 'nD', to 

(t+nD), where 'n' is a constant of the order of unity. The 

value o.f n=O. 6, ·~based on recent investigations, is often 

accepted for a capillary tube having squared ends. With a two 

capillary viscometer however the Couette correction is largely 

• 
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eliminated and their is no need to discuss it in detail. 

The coefficient of thermal expansion of the glass 

capillaries a is used to correct the capillary dimension. 

Therefore the final equation for flow through a single capillary 

is: 

'II' D
4 

p g l'l P ( ) ( ) mQ 
n • 128 Q (1+n0T • l+S£/D • l+ 3al'lt - B'11'1(I+al'lt) 

(3 .12) 

The present work deals with a viscometer in which two 

capillaries are in series. The equation for the two capillaries 

may be expressed as, 

'II'D 1 4~Plplg(1+8£/D 1 ) (1+3l'lta) 
n =. · 128 Q(t

1
+nn

1
) 

n = 
'II'D 2

46P 2p 1g(l+8£/D 2)(1+36ta) 
12 8 Q ( 2 2 + nn 

2
) 

m Q 
- B'll'1

1
(1+6ta) 

(3.13) 

where suffixes 1 and 2 refer to capillaries 1 and 2 respectively. 

Treating the equations simultaneously to eliminate m and 

n we get 

(3.14) 

The slip correction was calculated and found to be less 

than 0.2% at the least dense region, thus the working equation 

employ~d was: 
4 'll'g01 (1+3a6t) 

n = 128 Q(t 1-t 2) (3.15) 



CHAPTER 4 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

GENERAL SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT 

The apparatus described was built by Hesoun [25] based 

on an earlier design developed by Latto [26]. The high and low 

pressure arrangements are described simultaneously, as they 

differ only in minor detail. The general flow diagram and 

photographs of various components of the viscometer are given 

in Figures 4.1 to 4.4 which are repeatedly referred to 

throughout this section. 

The test gas was supplied from a gas bottle (A) to the 

viscometer plenum (E) after passing through a silica-gel 

dryer (D). A set of high and low pressure regulators (B) and 

(C) were employed to maintain a constant plenum pressure 

during the low pressure experiments. The high pressure 

regulator alone was initially used during high pressure runs. 

However this proved to produce a slight pressure oscillation 

caused by the regulator hunting and an arrangement whereby the 

gas supply bottle after having been filled to slightly above 

the desired operating pressure and_ connected directly to the 

syste~was finally employed. 

Three copper heat exchange coils were wrapped around the 

stainless steel high pressure vessel. A heat exchange fluid 

could be pumped through these coils in order to produce the 

21 
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LEGEND FOR FIGURE 4.1 

A Gas Bottle 

B High Pressure Regulator 

C Low Pressure Regulator 

D Silica-Gel Dryer 

E Viscometer Plenum 

F Heat Exchangers 

G Micro-Metering Valve 

H Solenoid Valve 

I U-Tube Manometer 

J Volumeter 

K Photocell Relays 

L Timer 

M Cathetometer 

N High Pressure Three Limb M~nometer 

0 Manometer Oil Traps 

P Manometer Release Valves 

Q Safety Valve 

R High Pressure Gauge 

S High Pressure Gauge 

T Dead W~ight Tester 

U U-Tube Manometer 

V Air Supply Line 

W S1lica (iel Air Dryer 

X Air Pressure Regulator 

Y Coolant Mixing Chamber 

Z Liquid Nitrogen Dewer 
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Coolant Control Valves 
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desired temperature within the viscometer cell. Both the stain

less steel vessel and the viscometer cell were maintained at 

the required temperature. 

The test gas enters· the .upstream (long) capillary 

directly from the vessel plenum then passes through an intermediate 

chamber entering the downstream (short) capillary, after this 

it discharges into the external system. In leaving the 

temperature controlled pressure vessel the gas flows through 

two heat exchangers, (F), which restore it to ambient 

temperature, and a micro-regulating valve (G), then to the low 

pressure displacement volumeter (J). The gas then exhausts 

through a three way solenoid valve (H) to atmosphere. 

The pressure drops across the capillaries were measured 

with a high pressure oil-in-glass three limb manometer (N). 

To protect the plenum during a possible blow out;oil traps (O) 

were situated in the manometer lines. The absolute pressure of 

the gas in the plenum was measured using a dead weight tester (T), 

sensitive to 0.5 psi. For the low pressure experiments a 

mercury manometer (U) was used. Two high pressure gauges (R) 

and (S) served as indicators. 

The viscometer cell and high pressure vessel were kept at 

a given temperature by passing an appropriate heat exchange 

fluid through the heat exchanger coils (AA). Liquid nitrogen 

was pumped directly into the coils during very low temperature 

runs or to achieve rapid cooling of the viscometer plenum. A 

nitrogen rich mixture of precooled air was used to maintain 

the plenum at moderate to low temperature, and steam was passed 

through the coils during the high temperature runs. The 
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temperature could be controlled manually by monitoring 

thermocouples THl through THS and adjusting the heat. exchanger 

exit valves (AB). After some practice this proved to be a 

more or less suitable system; however a more convenient control 

arrangement would have been achieved by the addition of a more 

sophisticated feed back temperature controller.-

A high precision system (not shown in Figure 4.1) was 

used to measure the thermocouple outputs. this system was 

composed of "Guildline" Model 9461A Potentiometer together 

with Model 9460 Photocell Galvanometer Amplifier and Model 

9461A Galvanometer. 

THE VISCOMETER CELL AND HIGH PRESSURE VESSEL 

The viscometer cell and high pressure vessel are shown 

in detail in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The brass end chambers 

are connected by ~" O.D. stainless steel tubes to the outside 

Swagelok connections. Rubber tubing was used to seal the 

capillaries to the brassend connectors. This allowed for 

misalignment . within the apparatus as well as considerable 

variation in the outside diameters of different sets of 

capillaries. In order to allow for the loss of elasticity of 

rubber at low temperatures, copper wire was tightly wound 

around the rubber seals. This simple arrangement proved to be 

more suitable than some elaborate connectors previously 

designed and tested. 

The use of mixing motors, originally installed in the 

plenum to help establish a uniform temperature, was discontinued, 

since they tended to freeze atvery low temperatures and were 
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found to be unnecessary after a number of initial runs. 

The end chambers were designed with baffles in order to 

ensure.that the flow did not appreciably core. This is 

important because the elimination of the Hagenbach and Couette 

corrections depend on similar entrance and exit conditions 

and therefore zero entrance velocity at both capillaries. 

THE HIGH PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL MANOr.1ETER 

A drawing of .the-high pressure differential manometer 

_t$ shown in figure 4.4: Tlie oil-in-glass three 

limb manometer is fitted to a stainless steel back plate and 

is observed through a thick transparent plexiglass window. 

The window is sealed to the face of the backplate by means of 

a rubber gasket and is held in place with thirty-two screws 

located in two steel clamps. The high precision bore 1/8" 

I.D. glass tubes of the manometer limbs are about 30 em long 

and were filled with manometer oil. 

Two of the three limbs were connected, by means of short 

plastic tubes, to copper lines soldered in the back plate. 

The third limb was open to the manometer chamber, which was 

at the working pressure of the viscometer plenum. Both the 

capillaries and glass manometer tubes are thus not subjected 

to high differential bursting pressures • 

. The manometer was read by means of a cathetometer 

mounted on the floor some two feet away. An additional ~ inch 

thick plexiglass safety window was installed in front of the 

manometer window, which fortunately proved t~ be unnecessary 

during the entire period of experimentation. 
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TE~WERATURE CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

The heat exchanger equipment consisted of three copper 

coils wrapped along the length of the high pressure vessel. 

The vessel and coils were surrounded by polyurethane foam an 

excellent insulation material. An appropriate heat exchange 

fluid was passed through these coils. 

Over the broad temperature range covere~ it was necessary 

to employ three different heat exchange fluids. 

(1) If the desired temperature was very low or if it was 

desirable to lower the temperature quickly, liquid nitrogen 

could be forced directly from the nitrogen dewer into the 

three heat exchange coils. 

(2) If the temperature desired was above 150°K and no rapid 

temperature changes were necessary a low temperature 

mixture of nitrogen and air was passed through the heat 

exchange coils. This mixture was attained by bubbling 

air through the liquid nitrogen dewer. The thermal 

capacity of gaseous nitrogen is relatively low and this 

coupled with the large heat capacity of the pressure 

vessel and viscometer cell resulted in a large thermal 

inertia, thus facilitating accurate temperature control 

and stability. 

(3) For high temperature runs medium pressure steam was 

supp.lied directly to the coils. 

The flow rate of heat exchange fluid was controlled by 

means of valves located in the exit lines of the heat exchange 

coils. By individually adjusting the quantity of heat exchange 

fluid passing through each coil it was possible to attain an 
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even temperature distribution along the length of the pressure 

vessel. Initially the control valves were located on the inlet 

side of the heat exchangers inside the insulated box, with 

valve stems and handles extended to the outside, however after 

some difficulty with valves freezing during low temperature 

operation they were abandoned and replaced with exit line 

valves externally mounted. 

FLOW MEASUREMENT 

Flow measurement was achieved by means of a direct 

volume displacement method employing a "Brooks" Vol-U-Meter 

with a total capacity of 1200 cubic centimeters. A frictionless 

mercury '0' ring sealed piston was displaced vertically up a 

precision diameter glass tube. Two photo electric cells, 

located such that the distance between them represented a 

precalculated volume, were used to start and stop a "Hewlett 

Packard" dig.i tal timer. On stopping the timer the second 

photo cell also activated a three way solenoid valve causing 

the volumeter to exhaust t~-atmosphere. The photo cells 

could be set so as to measure nominal volumes of 200, 400 and 

800 cubic centimeters. 

In order to determine the mass flow rate it is not only 

necessary to measure the volume flow rate but a knowledge of 

the gas density is also required. This was achieved by 

measurement of the temperature and pressure within the 

volumeter. Thermocouples TH7 and TH8 were located at opposite 

ends of the volumeter ,cylinder and a small U-tube oil manometer 

was connected to the inlet line. 
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The viscometer cell was connected to the panel . instrumentation 

and to the entrance and exit lines by means of 1/8" OD copper 

tubing and brass swagelok fittings. When access to the cell 

was desired to check or replace the capillaries, the in~ulation 

box and high pressure vessel was slid back and the viscometer · 

cell supported on wooden blocks. 

For a further description of the development and design 

criteria of the apparatus the reader is referred to 

reference [25]. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE (PART I) 

CAPILLARY CALIBRATION 

In the working equation the capillary diameter is raised 

to the fourth power. This caused an error in measurement of 

the diameter to be increased by a factor of four in the final 

viscosity calculation. It is therefore apparent that the 

diameter of the capillaries must be measured with the utmost 

precision. 

The viscometer was designed to use "Veridia" glass 

capillaries having high precision bores ranging in diameter 

from 0.25 to approximately 2 mm. This present work employed 

capillaries _having nominal bores of 0.5 and 0.3 mm for the low 

and high pressure experiments respectively. The tubes were 

calibrated using a "mercury thread" method which, in previous 

works, has proved to be convenient and of sufficient accuracy. 

The selection of the capillaries and the calibration procedure 

was conducted as follows. 

Initially the capillarie~ were thoroughly cleaned by 

soaking in sulphuric acid and rinsing in distilled water and 

ether. The ellipticity, conicallity and any other irregularities 

of the tube bores were checked by passing a small mercury pellet 

34 
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along the length of the capillary and observing its variation in 

length. Graphical illustrations of the bore fluctuation appear 

in figures 5.1 to 5.4. Two capillaries having the most uniform 

bores were chosen. The mean diameter of each capillary was 

then obtained gravimetrically by filling the entire length of 

the capillary with a thread of mercury. The length and weight 

of the long thread was measured using a cathetometer equipped 

with a microscope, and a high precision balance respectively. 

The measurement of the pellet length was carried out while the 

capillary was immersed in a glycerine bath, this was done 

because glycerine which has approximately the same refractive 

index as glass allows an extremely clear and distortionless 

view of the mercury pellet. The entire procedure of filling 

the tube with mercury, measurin~ and weighing it was carried 

out several times for each capillary, thus decreasing the 

influence of random weighing errors. 

The capillaries were then cut to the design lengths, 

accurately faced off, and the lengths measured using the 

cathetometer. The uniformity of the tube bores was sufficient 

to consider the mean diameter obtained for the rough uncut 

tube to be the same as that for the shor·t.er design length. 

The theory for both the "short pellet" and "long pellet" 

calibration methods is straight forward and for further details 

the reader is referred to reference [26]. 

VOLUMETER CALIBRATION 

The volumeter consisted of a long vertical precision 

bore glass tube with a light plastic piston, sealed around its 
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diameter with a frictionless mercury ~o• ri~g. The position 

of the piston within the tube was a measure of the volume of 

gas in the volumeter. As gas filled the volumeter the piston 

would move vertically upward, at a certain position the piston 

would interrupt one of two photo electric cells mounted along 

the volumeter, thus starting the timer~ When the piston had 

risen a predetermined height it would then interrupt the second 

photo cell and stop the timer. The distance between these 

two photo cells was measured using the cathetometer and with 

the lower photo cell able to be mounted in any one of three 

positions, nominal timed volumes of 200, 400 and 800 cc were 

attainable. 

The diameter of the volumeter cylinder was measured 

gravimetrically by filling the tube with distilled water to 

a measured height and the quantity of water weighed. As in the 

case of the capillary calibration the procedure was repeated 

several times to eliminate random errors. 

MANOMETER CALIBRATION 

The s.pecific gravity of the manometer oil \'las measured 

using a standard specific gravity bottle. This proved quite 

satisfactory for low pressure work, however during high 

pressure experiments the oil is subjected to considerable 

pre~sure which affects its density as well as resulting in gas 

absorption. In order to obtain a quantitative analysis of 

the overall effects of gas pressure on the oil the following 

test was conducted. A given volume of oil was placed in the 

high pressure manometer and the length of 1/8" ID precision 

glass tubing it filled was calculated. The apparatus was then 
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pressurized in steps of 20 atmospheres up to 150 atmospheres 

and the change in length of oil recorded with the cathetometer. 

The ratio of change in length to original length, ~L/L, 

provided a measure of the change in density of the oil as a 

function of pressure. 

The apparatus was further allowed to stand at high 

pressure for several days in order for gas absorption in the 

manometer oil to reach equilibrium. The manometer was then 

quickly decompressed and the manometer oil observed. It was 

estimated from the volume of disolved gas emitted from the oil 

that no significant quantity of gas has been absorbed and 

therefore any change in oil density due to gas absorption could 

be ignored. 

THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION 

The four most important thermocouples were TH4 and TH5, 

used to measure the temperatures of the gas entering the two 

·capillaries, and TH7 and TH8 used in the volumeter. Thermocouples 

4 and 5 were calibrated at the fixed points of boiling liquid 

nitrogen, the ice point, and the boiling point of water, also 

at various other intermediate temperatures against a standard 

number 705 copper c_onstantan thermocouple which was calibrated 

by Thermo Electric Ltd., Canada using a reference NBS standard 

thermocouple APHSS-992/1 and APH 1421, which are claimed to be 

accurate to ±O.l0°C and ±0.06°C_ respectively. The other two 

thermocouples, TH7 and TH8 were calibrated over a much smaller 

temperature range in a similar manner. The calibration curves 

appear in figure 5.5. 
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The calibration as well as the experimental temperature 

measurements were done using a high pressure "Guideline Instrument" 
; 
Potentiometer Type 9160 together with Type 9461A Galvanometer 

and Type 9460 Photocell Galvanometer Amplifier. This set up 

is capable of measuring potential difference as small -7 as 10 volts 

The systematic error of the temperature measurement is believed 

to be very close to that of the number 705 copper constantan 

thermocouple or ±O.l°C. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE (PART 2) 

The viscometer cell was thoroughly cleaned with ether, 

dried and the capillaries and rubber connecters assembled. The 

manometer lines to the two end chambers were plugged at the 

pressure vessel head and the unit was left out of the vessel 

in order to test the internal connections for leakage. 

Since the pressure during normal operation is greater 

in the plenum than in the capillaries or end chambers~ the 

long capillary was connected to a mercury manometer and the 

exit line to a vacuum pump. In this way a greater external 

pressure could be applied to the internal circuit than would 

actually·be encountered during a run. 

After the viscometer cell had been leak tested, attention 

was turned to testing the external circuit and pressure vessel 

for leakage. The manometer lines were assembled and the pressure 

vessel bolted into place •. The apparatus was then pressurized to 

150 atmospheres with nitrogen gas and all external connection 

tested with leak test fluid. It should also be noted that 

with the manometer release valves, and the exit valves closed 

there should be no change in the manometer fluid levels. This 

however is not the case if there is a leak in one of the 

manometer lines or in the exit line, and in fact a very slight 

leak was found to cause a visible pressure differential across 

the manometer. This provided a mechanism by which the external 

circuit could be checked after the apparatus had reached the 

desired operating temperature and proved very useful in preventing 

small leaks during actual runs. 
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The viscometer was repeatedly evacuated and flushed with 

test gas before use. The apparatus was then filled to the 

desired pressure. During this operation great care had to be 

exercised to ensure that the manometer release valves were 

open or the manometer oil would blow out. If a rather potent 

blow out occurred oil would get into the capillaries and . 

pressure lines. This happened several times during the 

course of these experiments and necessitated the dismantling 

and cleaning of the entire apparatus. 

The apparatus was brought to the desired operating 

temperature by pumning liquid nitrogen or steam through the 

heat exchanger coils while monitoring the four coolant circuit 

thermocouples and the two internal viscometer cell thermocouples. 

As soon as the temperature approached the desired value the 

exit line throttle valve was adjusted to give the desired 

pressure drop across the capillaries. The heat exchange fluid 

was then carefully controlled until a suitable temperature 

equilibrium had been reached, as indicated by the viscometer 

cell thermocouples. Then the volumeter was switched into the 

circuit and readings were taken. Firstly all temperature 

readings, then the atmospheric and the plenum pressures were 

recorded. The pressure drops across the capillaries were then 

measur~d using the cathetometer, and pressure and temperature 

were measured again then finally the volumeter time was 

recorded. The measurement of these parameters took approximately 

10 to 15 minutes and was done during the time it took for the 

volumeter to fill. This procedure was repeated several times 
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until a good equilibrium condition had been established and the 

last set of readings constituted a run. 

Considerable care was used to establish the temperature 

equilibrium simultaneously with an acceptable temperature 

distribution. The system was usually run for at least four 

hours before the apparatus was sufficiently stabilized to take 

any valid experimental readings. Stability of the system 

during the run is essential if high experimental precision of 

the viscosity measurements is to be obtained. 



CHAPTER 6 

ESTIMATION OF ERRORS 

It is difficult to make an accurate estimate of the 

true absolute accuracy of the experimental results. In the 

foregoing chapter the word accuracy is used to define the 

r~lationships of a value to that of a given absolute standard, 

whereas the precision is defined as the reproduciblity 

of a given value. It is therefore obvious that one cannot 

h~vc accuracy without precision, but erie can have precision 

without accuracy. In this chapter both the precision and 

accuracy of the experimental work will be estimated. 

There are several factors which limit the accuracy of 

the results obtained for the viscosity of nitrogen and air 

using the capillary method. These may be placed in four 

groups, (1) the reliability of the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, 

(2) the accuracy of the actual measurements, (3) the experi

mental corrections and (4) the accuracy of the subsidiary 

data required, i.e. the properties of the gases used. These 

four groups will not be discussed separately, but brought 

together for each assessment. 

Commencing with the flow equation for a series capillary 

viscometer, 
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(6.1) 

where 

and 

• 

and using the "most probable" method to ascertain the overall 

accuracy and precision of the experimental work i.e. taking 

the square root of the sum of the squares of the largest errors 

in each variable. 

This method may be repr~sented by the equation 

Partially differentiating equation (6.1) arid putting the 

.results into the form of equation (6.2) we get 

2 2 
dQ 2 (dy +(dt 2) 

( ) + + 
Q (t - t ) 2 

1 2 

dn -· = n 

d6P 1 2 dpl 2 
[{(--xP:") + (-p- ) 

1 1 

dp 2 2 4do 2 2 · 2 
+ (-) + (-D-) } z 2 ] 

P2 2 

(6. 2) 

(6.3) 

This may be illustrated more clearly by the following: 



by putting 

Then, applying equation (6.2): 

do =-{ dV ) 2 + ( -Vd11 z) 2 + 
Vt tl-tz c ) 1 1- 1 2 

and therefore, 

dn 
n = 

2 
(dv) 
-v 
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(6. 4) 

(6. 5) 

(6~ 6) 

The following assessments of the individual errors will 

be used in conjunction with equation (6.3) to estimate the 

overall accuracy and precision. 

DISCUSSION OF THE INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES 

MASS FLOW RATE 
,. 

The measurement of the mass flow rate is dependent on 

three factors, the volume and density of gas collected, and the 

time taken to collect it. That is 

Q = Vp/T (6.7) 



~0 

which leads to 

(6 .8) 

The density was obtained from an equation of state, 

which is reported to be accurate to ±0.1%, and a knowledge of 

the state variables pressure and temperature, which were 

measured in the volumeter to accuracies of ±0.05 em Hg and 

±0.3°K respectively. This results in an overall density accuracy 

of ±0.142%. 

The volumeter volume was calibrated and is believed to be 

accurate to ±0.20% and the Hewellet Packard digital timer is 

exact to five significant digits, or for the worst case ±0.01%. 

Thus the overall uncertainty of the mass flow rate Q is 

±. 245%. 

LENGTH OF CAPILLARIES 

The long and short capillaries had nominal lengths- of 

52 and 6 ern respectively, these were measured with the Griffin 

and George cathetometer to an accuracy of ±0.004 ern. Thus the 

second term of equation (6.3) contributes to the overall error 

by ±.012%. 

PRESSURE DROPS 

The determination of the differential pressures, 6P1 and 

6P 2 , was dependent on the measurement of the height and density 

of the oil columns in the high pressure manometer. The error 

can be expressed by the equation, 



d(AP)_ 
AP"-

dh . 2 d 2 
( ')+(...2__:_) 
--n:' p . 
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(6.9) 

The apparatus was operated such that the nominal pressure 

drops across capillaries 1 and 2 were 20 and 3 em of oil 

respectively. These were measured to an accuracy of ±0.006 em · 

using the Griffin and George cathetometer. The density of 

manometer oil was calibrated using a'Mettler' balance and standard 

specific gravity bottle, also corrections for temperature and 

pressure dependent density changes were assessed and used. It 

is therefore believed that the corrected value of oil density 

is accurate to ±0.12%. 

From the above observation it was determined that the 

absolute accuracy of the individual differential pressure 

measurements was ±.124 and ±.233% for AP 1 and AP 2 respectively. 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

The temperature inside the viscometer was measured using 

two copper-constantan thermocouples which had been previously 

calibrated against two N.B.S. Standard thermocouples certified 

exact to ±0.1 and ±0.06 centigrade degrees over the temperature 

ranges of 90 to 270°K and 270 to 400°K respectively. Due to 

non-isothermal conditions along the length of the viscometer 

cell, as well as the uncertainty of N.B,S. circular 508 [27] 

thermocouple tables, the temperature within the apparatus is 

estimated to be accurate to ±0.3 centigrade degrees. This 

leads to errors of ±.3% and ±.075% at the temperature extremes 

of 100 and 400°K respectively. 
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GAS DENSITIES 

The values of the densities of the nitrogen and air were 

calculated using equations of state given in references (20] and 

[21] respectively. These equations are stated to be accurate 

to iO.l% over the entire density range of this work. 

As stated previously the temperatures are believed 

accurate to ±.3 centigrade degrees. The pressure within the 

plenum was measured, over the dilute gas range, using a mercury 

U-tube manometer and at higher pressures with a dead weight tester, 

these measurements were accurate to ±.01% and .067% respectively. 

Making the approximate assumption that for a gas p=P/ZRT, then 

the equation for the effects of uncertanties in pressure and 

temperature may be expressed as 

dp = ·p (6.10) 

where dZ/Z represents the uncertainty due to the equation of 

state used. 

Using equation (6.11), table (6.1) has been generated 

listing the accuracy of gas density as a function of pressure 

and temperature. 

CAPILLARY DIAMETERS 

The diarnetersof the capillaries were measured using a 

gravim~tric method using the equation 

D = ( 6 .11) 
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where wm' .tm and Pm represent the weight, length, and density 

of a long mercury pellet within the capillary. 

The equation representing the accuracy of the capillary 

diameter is therefore: 

dD --rr= 1 
"Z 

d.t 2 
+ ( ___!!!) 

i m 
(6.12) 

The density of the mercury was interpolated from Smithsonian 

tables [28] and believed to be determined accurately-to ±0.05%. 

The pellet length, nominally 50 centimeters, was measured 

by means of the Griffin and George cathetometer to an accuracy 

of ±.002 em representing a relative error of ±.004%. 

A 'Mettler' balance accurate to ±.001 grams was used to 

measure nominal mercury pellet weights of 0.6 and 1.5 grams for 

the 0.3 ;:~nd 0.5 mm diameter capillaries respectively. This 

results in relative weighting errors of ±.167 and ±.067% 

respectively. 

The overall accuracies of the diameters of the high 

pressure, 0.3 mm and the low pressure, 0.5 mm capillaries 

were ±.087 and ±.042% respectively. 

OVERALL ACCURACY 

From the preceding sections and the use of equation (6.3) 

the experimental accuracy of viscosity as a function of pressure 

and temperature has been calculated and is presented in 

table 6.2. 

It should be noted that this represents an assessment 

of the random error only and does not include systematic error. 

Errors due to flow instability, oscillation effect, small leaks 

and so forth are not quantifiable. It is believed however that 



~ ±% 
p 

Low 
Pressure 

High 
Pressure 

d _!l ±% 
n 

Low 
Pressures 

High 
Pressures 

TABLE 6.1 

ESTI~~TED ERROR IN DENSITY 

AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
AT HiGH AND LOW PRESSURES 

TEMPERATURE °K 

100 150 200 

.316 .221 .177 

.233 .190 

TABLE 6.2 

ESTI~TED ERROR IN VISCOSITY 
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 

AT HIGH AND LOW PRESSURES 

TEMPERATURE ~K 

100 150 200 

.515 .492 .470 

.604 • 589 
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300 400 

.138 .125 

.154 .142 

300 400 

.426 .382 

• 561 .533 
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these errors cannot be overlooked in a statement of the 

reliability of the results, and therefore based on the scatter 

of the data it is thought that the results have an overall 

reliability of better than ±1.5% at the highest densities 

and better than ±1% at densities lower than 0.25 gm/cc • 

. , 



GENERAL 

CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS A!'JD .DISCUSSION 

The absolute viscosity of nitrogen and air were 

experimentally measured over four nominal isobars of 1, SO, 

100 and 150 atmospheres and over the general temperature range 

of 100 to 400°K. The data are presented in tables 7.1 and 

7.2. 

I.OW PRESSURE NITROGEN 

It was decided not to use totally empirical methods 

of correlation, which often produce a good but physically 

unjustifiable fit of the experimental data. For example in 

the case of polynomial correlations, this results in an inability 

to interpolate outside the experimental temperature range, 

since an extension of only a few degrees may result in gross 

errors in the calculated viscosity. 

Two semi-theoretical methods were used to correlate the 

low·pressure nitrogen data, these are as follows: 

CHAPMAN ENSKOG'S COLLISION THEORY 

Presently the rigorous collision theory of gases provides 

a mathematical expression relating theory with experimental 

data. The viscosity of a dilute gas may be calculated using the 
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Chapman Enskog equation for dilute gases 

n • (7.1) 

where M is the molecular weight, T the absolute temperature 
0 

in °K, a the low velocity collision diameter in A (the distance 

at which the intermolecular potential is zero) and o22 the 

collision integral calculated from a suitable intermolecular 

potential function. 

Since nitrogen is a non-polar gas, the collision integrals 

based on the Lennard-Jones [6-12] potential function, which 

have been found to accurately describe the force interactions 

of simple non-polar gas molecules, were used for this present 

work. The Lennard-Jones [6-12] potential assumes that the law 

of intermolecular potential energy is of the form: 

12 6 E(r) = 4e{(o/r) -(o/r) } ( 7. 2) 

where the potential energy, E(r), is defined as a function of 

the distance of separation, r. The distance e,at which maximum 

energy of attraction occurs, and a the collision diameter, are 

molecular constants. 

The results of this theory, however, are applicable only 

to dilute gases, which can be defined as those whose properties 

are completely determined from the mechanism of binary 

collisions between gas molecules. 

The collision integrals o22 which were used in this work 

were obtained from Liley's work [29] which tabulates n22 as a 



function of the reduced temperature, 

K is the Boltzman constant. 
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T* ~ T/(e/K), where 

Over the entire temperature range covered, i.e. 100 to 

400°K the optimum molecular parameters were found to be: 
0 

a=3.630 A and e/K = 101.14°K. These produced a standard 

deviation from the 26 dilute nitrogen data points of 0.807% 

and a maximum deviation of -1.65%, which is considerably higher 

than the expected experimental precision. However the 

experimental datawerealso fitted over the narrower temperature 
0 

range of 170 to 400°K and parameters of a = 3.567 A and 

e/K = 114.08°K produced a standard and maximum deviation of 

0.405 and -0.956% respectively which is within the experimental 

precision expected, and is in close agreement with most 

existing data. 

Unfortunately, there appears to be no unique value for 

the length parameter a and the energy parameter e/K which 

will result in a perfect fit of experimental data. over a wide 

temperature range. This may be due to the inadequacy of the 

molecular model or the sensitivity of this approach to the 

experimental accuracy. However it is more likely to be due to 

the former reason. The above correlations were not used any 

further in this work. 

MODIFIED SUTHERLAND EQUATION 

The Sutherland viscosity equation is based on a more 

primitive model of molecular interaction than the Chapman-Enskog 

equation, and is of the form: 
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n • (7.3) 

The constant c2 is equal to 1.5 in the classical Sutherland 

equation, however allowing c2 to be a variable in these present 

correlations, impr-oved the closeness of fit considerably. 

The modified Sutherland equation was used to correlate 

both the nitrogen and air low pressure data. Several high 

order polynomials were also tried but did not produce 

significantly better results. 

The optimum fit for the 26 low pressure nitrogen data 

points was obtained with the following 

n = 5.58114 X 10- 4 
X T1 •04322 

T + 9oo.67o POISE (7.4) 

which results in a standard deviation of 0.51% and a maximum 

deviation of -0.95%. Figure (7.1) gives a plot of viscosity 

vs temperature for this current nitrogen data, showing the 

fitted curve generated using equation (7.4). The high pressure 

data points are represented on this graph by symbols of 

different shape. A deviation plot of viscosity against 

temperature for all the available low pressure nitrogen data 

is given in figure (7.2). The deviation plot shows that the 

results of this work are in good agreement with those of 

previous authors above the temperature of 220°K, but at the 

lower temperature of 200°K the viscosity equation appear 

to be some 1 to-2% lower than the data of Clarke and Smith [3], 

Johnston and McCloskey [6], Vasilesco [2] and Trautz and 

Bauman [4], at the lowest temperature of 100°K however all the 

data is in good agreement except that of Johnston and McCloskey [6] 
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which is some 2% higher. There appears to be some systematic 

error in the low temperature work of Johnston and McCloskey [6], 

as stated in the literature survey. 

HIGH PRESSURE NITROGEN 

A general correlation of the available medium and high 

pressure nitrogen data including data given in references 

[j] to [17] is presented in figure (7.3) which shows a graph 

of excess viscosity (n-n
0

) against the density p. The data 

were correlated using the following equation: 

n-n = 
0 

9.84255 x 10-S p + 6.98169 x l0- 4p2 POISE (7.5) 

which is.based on equation (7.4) for n
0

, the dilute viscosity 

of nitrogen. Thus a general equation for the viscosity of 

nitrogen as a function of temperature and density can be 

written in the form: 

5.5811 x l0-4Tl.0432 + 9.8426 x l0-5p + 6.9817 x l0-4p2PoisE (7.61 
n = T + 900.67 -

A deviation plot of viscosity (n-nCAL)/n·, against density 

p, where neAL is the viscosity calculated from equation (7.6), 

is presented in figure (7.4). This plot indicates that there 

is a maximum scatter of the overall data from the fitted 

equation (7.6) of ±4%. However the standard deviation is only 

1.2%. 

There do not appear to be any discernable trends in the 

other data compared to the present data, or any apparent 

systematic discrepencies. The present data being the only data 

that has covered the entire density range shown with a single 

apparatus. 
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Graphical illustrations of nitrogen density and viscosity 

as functions of pressure and temperature using the equation 

of state from reference [20] and equation (1.6) are presented 

in figures (7.5) and (7.6) respectively. Also equation (7.6) 

was used to produce table (7.3), nitrogen viscosity as_a 

function of pressure and tempe,rature. 

LOW PRESSURE AIR 

The modified Sutherland equation was the only correlating 

equation used for the air data presented in this work. The 

optimum fit to the 9 low pressure air data points was produced 

using the equation: 

3.84475 X 10- 4Tl.OSZZ4 

~ = T + 700.795 POISE (7.7) 

which has a standard deviatjon of 0.57% and a m~ximum deviation 

of 1.0% from the data. Figures (7.i) and (7.8) show 

respectively plots of viscosity against temperature for this 

work, with the low pressure curve drawn using correlating 

equation (7.7), and a deviation plot of all the available low 

pressure air data. 

The deviation plot shows reasonably good agreement 

between this work and that of previous authors. However, as 

in the case of nitrogen, the work of Johnston and McCloskey [6] 

appears to be some 1 to 2% high in the lower temperature 

region. The only other data available at the lowest temperature 

was that of Sutherland and Maas [5] which is some 1 to 1.5% 

lower than the correlating equation. 

• 
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HIGH PRESSURE AIR 

A procedure similar to that for nitrogen was carried 

out for high pressure air, with all the data from references 

!7], [11], [13], [18] and [19] as well as the data from this 

work being plotted in the form of excess viscosity vs density. 

The correlating equation used for all the dense air data was: 

n-n = 1.0205S x 10- 4 
p + 5.96947 x 10- 4 p 2 

0 POISE (7.8) 

Again a general equation for the viscosity of air as a function 

of temperature and density can be produced by the summation of 

equations (7.7) and (7.8) and is of the form: 

.: _3.84475 X 10~ 4Tl.0 8224 + 4 -4 2 n - t + 700 • 795 1.02055 x 10- p + 5.96947 x 10 p POISE 
(7.9) 

Figures (7.9) and 0.10) show graphical representations of 

excess viscosity vs density, with equation (7.8) used to draw 

the curve, and the deviation plot of n-n~A~/n a~ainst density. 
l. L 

The deviation plot shows a standard deviation of 1.3% for 

equation (7.9) from the data, and an overall scatter of +4 and 

-2%. 

The'data of Kestin and Whitelaw [13] appears to show a 

systematic aiscrepancy from the earlier work of Kestin et al. 

and from other more recent authors. The work of Lo, Carrol 

and Stiel [19] correlates excess viscosity as a function of 

thermal pressure, 3P/dT as well as providing a tabulation of 

viscosity as a function of pressure and temperature. It was 

their tabulated values of viscosity rather than any real data 

points that were used in this present correlation, this was 

found to be necessary because of the shortage of high density 

air viscosity data. 
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As in the case of nitrogen, graphical representation of 

air density and viscosity as functions of temperature and 

pressure are presented in figures (7.11) and (7.12) respectively, 

and computed values of air viscosity using equation (7.9) are 

given in table (7.4). 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

If the present apparatus is to be used for further 

work on the measurement of the viscosity of gases, it is 

suggested that a thermostated temperature control system be 

installed. This would allow greater thermal stability to be 

achieved and would also facilitate the operation of the 

apparatus. 
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< 0 EG K) 

PRESSURE 
(A H1 CS) 

50 55 6) 65 70 

13C .2328E-03 
1 t.. ( • 1 :> 8 5 E- D 3 • 1 '8 4 6 E - 0 3 • 211 2 E- 0-:: • 2 3 4 3 E- 0 3 • 2 5 3 3 E- 0 3 
15f .1367E-03 .1471E-03 .1597E-O~ .1739E-03 .1890E-03 
16<: .1.331E-03 .1394E-G3 .14ESE-01 .1?47E-03 .1b;)8E-U3 
17( ol338E-G3 .1382E-U3 .1433E-03 .1486E-03 .15~JE-03 
18C .13f1E-G3 .i396E-03 .143SE-O~ .1477E-03 .1523E-03 
19f .1394E-03 .1423E-03 .1454E-O~ .1488E-03 .1525E-03 

---2-ee, • :t~-r---r-3 .1--tr5?t:--tt3 .t4t>tt:-o ~ • 1s-rrr- oo3 .1S-ttrt:·=--n-c~3~---
21r .1471E-C3 o1492E-03 .1516E-Oi .154uE-U3 .1~o6E-J3 
22C .1513E-03 .1532E-03 .1552E-03 ,1574E-D3 .15Y7E-Q3 
2~£ .1~56E-[3 .1573E-03 .1S91E-O~ .1611E-03 .1631E-03 
2&( .1599E-03 .161SE-03 .1632E-03 .1b49E-03 ,16bBE-03 
2SG .1643E-03 olb58E-03 .1673E-O~ .1689E-03 .17LbE-U3 
2~( .1688[-03 .l?QlE-03 .1715l-O~ .173uE-03 .1745E-03 
27( .1732E-G~ o1744E-03 .1757E-Dl .1771E-03 .1785E-03 

----2-R-e • r-?f5t:~ .... t'>3 .t-raaf--u3 .-rtHJftt-03 • t812E-o3 .1e--~t:-1To-r3-------
2go .1B2DE-C3 .1831E-03 ,1842E-03 .1854E-03 .18toE-J3 
3Df .1g~3E-03 o1874E-03 .1884£-0~ .189GE-03 .19L7E-J3 
31t .1Y07E-03 .1916E-03 .1927E-O~ .193/E-03 .1948E-03 
3?f .19&9E-f3 .19S9E-03 .1968E-03 .1978[-03 .19B9E-03 
33P .1992E-(3 .2001E-03 .2010E-03 • 2G19E-03 .2U29E-J3 
34[ .2Q34E-G3 .2042E-U3 .2051E-03 .206uE-03 .2G70E-U3 
350 .2076E-03 .2G84E-03 .2092E-03 .2101E-03 .211UE-U3 ' 

--3t-t .~t-t-rc--r-~ .2-t-?"SE--o~~r--n?, • 21:4tt--G3 .2-n-t:;r::-=iJ.~-------
370 .2158E-03 .2165E-03 .2173E-03 .2181E-03 .2189E-u3 
38f .2198E-03 .22USE-03 .2212E-03 .222uE-03 o22i8E-J3 
39f .2238E-G3 .2245E-03 .2252E-O~ .22SYE-03 .2Zb7E-03 
4Df .2277E-f'3 .2284E-03 .2291E-01 .2298E-03 .23uSE-~3 
4 1 0 • 2 3 :1 6 E- (: ~ I • 2 3 2 3 E- 0 3 • 2 ~ 2 9 E- 0 3 • 2 3 3b E- 03 • 2 3 4 3 [- J 3 
420 .2335E-C3 .2361E-03 .2367E-G3 .2374E-03 .238UE-J3 
43( .2396E-l·3 .2399C-u3 .2405E-03 .2411E-03 ,241bE-iJ3 
4 4 r • 2 lcf 3 n c- u3 • 2 4 3\) F ·tl3 • 2 4 42tt .. o 1 • 2 4 4tsf .. iJ3 • zttr-rt::--e-~...,---~......u.;. 
45l .2~b8E-C3 .2473E-03 .2479E-03 .248~E-03 ,24Y1E-U3 

>---------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
• 



r---------------------~----------------~~-----------------------------------

TEI·1PERATURE 
WEG K) 

75 

TABLE 7.3 CONT'D 

80 

PKESSURE 
(ATMOS) 

14£' .2689E-03 .2819E-03 

8? 90 95 

15G .2J41E-G3 .2i85E-03 .2320E-O~ .2443E-03 .2556E-o3·· 
16[ .1736E-03 ,1838E-03 .1942E-03 .2045E-03 .2147E-03 
17( .1616E-03 .1687E-03 .1762E-03 .1839E-03 .1917E-03 
18[ .1573E-03 .1b25E-03 .1681E-03 .173~E-G3 .18uOE-Q3 
19f .1S64E-03 .1606E-03 .1649E-01 .169~E-03 .1743E-03 
20~ .1~74[-03 .16C8E-03 .1644£-0~ .1682E-03 ,1721E-03 

----~1-r .1 ::;CJ'4'r-----f:'3 ...--tOc3c-n-3 .-t-o--:J<+E-0~ • tooor•1T3 .t-n-gr:----u-3---- ---
2?r .1621E-G3 .1646E-03 .1673E-03 .170LE-03 .1729E-J3 
23G .1653E-C3 .1675E-03 .1698E-03 .1723E-03 .1746E-03 
24( .1687E-O~ .1707E-03 .172BE-03 .175GE-03 .17/ZE-03 
25f .1723E-03 .1742E-03 .17~1[-0~ .178uE-03 .1BJOE-03 
2f( .17b1E-C3 o1778E-03 .1795[-03 .1813E-D3 .18~1E-J3 
27~ .130UE-C3 .1815E-03 ,1831E-03 .1848E-03 .1865E-Q3 
28C .1839E-L3 .1854E-03 .1868E-O~ .1884E-03 o189~E-U3 

------29[' .t--:t7'-<Jt:---i:4 .-i:-B-<12-c:--03 .1~--ttlt'-01 ~-03 .193?-c:--u~-----· 
30~ ,1919E-r~ .1932E-03 .1944E-03 .195BE-03 .1971E-03 
31( ,1959E-r3 .1971E-03 .1983E-03 .1995E-U3 .2Gu8E-J3 
3?C .1999E-n3 o2010E-03 ,2022E-03 , 2033E-03 .2~4~E-03 
33~ ,2J39E-03 .2051E-03 .206JE-01 .2071E-D3 .2U83E-03 
34G .2J79E-~3 .2089E-03 .2099E-03 .211uE-03 ~2120E-03 
35U ,2119E-03 .212eE-03 ,2138E-05 .2148E-GJ .2158E-J3 
36( .2158E-P3 .2167E-03 .2176E-03 .218bE-03 .21~?E-03 

-----3-7 • ~-1 1:J 7-E --r-:~ • ~ i OfiE --e-3 ._ 2--1trf:- 0 3 • 2 cz-;; E • 0 3 • 2z-s-s-e----+~~ -------
380 .223~E-(3 .2244E-03 .2252E-0~ .2261E-03 .227UE-J3 
39~ .2274E-U3 .2282E-03 .2290E-O~ .229HE-03 ,2307E-J3 
40( .2312E-03 .2~2QE-03 ,2328E-01 .233SE-03 .2344E-83 
41G ,23SOE-03 .2357E-03 .2365E-O~ ,237~E-03 .2380E-J3 
4?0 .2187E-03 .2394E-03 .2401E-01 .240YE-03 ,241bE-03 
430 .2~24[-03 .2431E-03 .243BE-03 ,2445E-03 .2452E-03 
44~ .2461E-r3 .2467E-03 .2474[-03 .2~81E-03 .2~58E-U3 

--------- 4-? (t --;;2~ 9 7E- f13---.-251J 3E -iJ3 • 2~1-0E-tr-3 • '25-tor ... O 3 • 25-t-3€-·&~3---· ~-
vJ 

>-------------·-----·-------------------------·------
.. 



TE t,IP ERA TURE 
(QEG !0 

100 

TABLE 7.3 CONT'D 
------~--------------------------

105 

PRESSURE 
( AH10S) 

11J itS 12 c 

1SC .2559E-03 .2754E-03 .284QE-03 .292GE-D3 
16£ .2244E-03 .2338E-03 .2427E-03 .251~E-03 .2592E-03 
17f .1996E-03 .2074E-03 .2151E-03 .2227E-03 .23U1E-03 
18f .1S~1E-03 .1924E-03 .1987E-03 .205CE-03 .2113E-03 
19C .1793E-03 .1543E-03 .1895E-03 .1947E-03 .200PE-03 
2Cr .17t1E-03 .1803E-03 .1846[-03 .189LE-OJ .19i4E-O~ 
21f .1753E-03 .178BE-03 .1824E-03 .1862E-03 .1BY9E-03 

----~z?rr- • 1 t?9e--cn • tr--e~t:--cr 3 • U3-z-D£=n ~ • ta-?z-c:- o 3 ~ 18 ~--u---3~----
z~r .1774E-01 .1800E-03 .1828[-03 .185bE-03 .18d5E-03 
24C .1795E-03 .1819E-03 .1843E-05 .1868E-LJ .1894E-J3 
25f .1~21E-C3 .1843E-03 .1865[-05 .1867E-03 .191JE-G3 
2ff .185UE-P3 .1870E-03 .1890E-O~ .191LE-03 .1931E-03 
27C .1~82E-f3 .19GOE-03 .1918[-03 .1937E-G3 .19~6E-J3 
28C .1~15E-G3 .1932E-03 .1948E-O~ .1966E-03 .1YB3E-J3 
zgc .1Y50E-~3 .1965E-03 .1981E-03 .1997E-03 .2G13E-03 
3 n-t • --t-JB!JE--T--3 • rgggE---u 3 • 2itr4--r--tJ 3 • 2 u 29t:=ir3 • -zt!t1tt£- u ~------
31C .2121E-03 .2034E-03 .2048E-O~ .20G2E-03 .2016E-03 
32C .2058E-03 .2070E-03 .2083E-03 .209bE-D3 .21u9E-03 
33~ .2194E-G3 .2106E-03 .2118E-03 .2131E-03 .2143E-03 
3LC .2131E-03 .2142E-03 .2154E-O~ o216bE-03 .2177E-03 
35( .2168E-03 .2179E-03 .2~90~-03 .22~1E-03 .2212E-03 
3f,( .2205E-03 .2215E-03 .2226[-0) .223E:E-03 .2247E-03 
370 .2242E-03 .2252E-03 .2262E-03 .227~E-G3 .226~E-J3 

---3-e r • 2"2 r g-E---u-5- • z-ce a c---o 3 • cz~- o ~ • 2 3 o r-c:- o 3 • z-3J:-r-t-=u--3------· 
3g( .2315E-C3 .2324E-03 .2333E-03 .2342E-03 .23S2E-03 
4LO .23S2E-03 .2360E-03 .236SE-03 .237HE-03 .23b7E-03 
41f .2.388E-C3 .2396E-03 .2404E-03 .241.)E-03 .2421E-u3 
42f .2~24E-03 .2432E-03 .2448E-03 .2448E-03 .24SGE-03 
430 .2t59E-D3 .2467E-03 .247SE-03 .2482E-03 .249GE-03 
44(' .2~9SE-03 • 2502E-03 .25 C9E-03 • 2517E-03 .2S2SE-J3 
45( .253\lE-O:S .2537E-03 .2544F-03 .25S1E-G3 .2SS9E-u3 

-----------~· --·--··- ·-----·------------· 

>-.. --.-·-- -- -----·----· 
• 

----~·,e--

.t;, 



r 

TE!1Pt:RATUR.E 
COEG K> 

125 

TABLE 7.3 CONT'n 

130 

PRESS UR.E 
C AH1 OS) 

135 14\.l 14 5 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------
inC .?.o69E-C~ .2741E-03 ,2809E-03 .2874E-03 .2935E-03 
17[ .2372E-U3 .2442E-03 .250BE-03 ,2573E-03 .2635E-o3· 
18f .2175E-G3 .2237E-03 .2297E-03 .235bE-03 .2414E-03 
19C .2Q52E-03 .2105E-03 .21 S?E-01 • 2209E-G3 .2261E-03 
2r~ .1979E-C3 .2024E-03 .2069E-0:) .2114L-03 .21bUE-03 
210 .1938E-r3 .1977E-03 .2016E-03 ,2055E-C3 .2G95E-J3 
22C .1919E-C3 .1952E-03 .1987E-03 .2U21E-OJ ,2U~6E-03 

-----·z~{ • '3"i~ E -1J3 • 113441:-0 3 • 19 7 4 E- 0 3 • 2l.J o::>L- u .J • 2 U 0 o E ;;;-;rs-------· 
24G .19?0E-03 .1947E-03 .1974E-03 .2001E-03 .2029E-03 
25f .1934E-83 .1958E-03 .1982E-Q3 .2007E-03 .2032E-G3 
2EP .1952E-U3 o1974E-03 .1996E-03 .2019E-03 .2l4iE-J3 
27{ .1975E-C3 .1Y95E-03 ,2015E-03 .2036E-03 .zu~?E-03 
28( .21G1E-03 .2020E-03 .2038E-03 ,2057E-03 .2076E-03 
29( .2J29E-13 ,2046E-03 ,2064E-03 .2081E-03 .2099E-03 
30Q .2J59E-03 .2075E-03 .2091E-03 .210HE-03 .2124E-J3 
3-1 · ,;C:J91E--f3 ...-2J:U5t:---U"3 .2"!""2l!E--et3 • 213bf=U3 • 21S1E'"'n 
32C .2123E-f:3 .2137E-03 .2151E-·0) .216S>E-03 .218UE-03 
330 .21SGE-03 .216gE-03 ,2182E-03 .219bE-03 .22L9E-03 
34C .2190E-03 .2202E-03 .2214E-03 .2227E-U3 .2240E-J3 
35[ .2223E-C3 .2235E-03 ,2247E-03 .2259E-03 .2271E-03 
36G .2258E-G3 .2269E-03 .2280E-03 .229~E-03 .23l3E-03 
37( .2292E-U3 .2303E-03 .2313E-03 .2324E-03 .2335E-03 
38( .2327E-03 .2337E-03 .2347E-03 .2357E-03 .2368E-03 

----- -3 9t .-·c-.36-tE--t-s .-·zsr1t:--tr3 • 23-ts!"c:--o J • 23~ur.-u-.s • 2-ttu-re'-J::=-+rtJ ~3-------· 
4Pr .2396E-03 .2405E-03 .2414E-O~ ,2424E-03 .2433E-03 
41l .2430E-f3 .2439E-03 .244BE-O~ .24S~E-03 .24bfE-03 
42( .24b4E-G3 .2473E-03 .2481E-03 .249UE-03 .249YE-03 
43£ .2~9BE-f3 ,2507E-03 .2515E-03 .252~E-OJ o25~2E-G3 
440 .2?32E-03 .2?40E-03 .2348E-03 .2556E-U3 .2Sb4E-03 
45f .23b6E-G3 .2574E-03 .2581E-03 ,2589E-03 .2597E-03 

00 
U1 

>------· -------··-·-------·-·····-·--·--·--··-·--------------· 
ll' 



r--_-
1 

I 
I 

TE :1PERATURE 
( 0 EG K > 

150 

TABLE 7.3 CONT'D 

155 

PR.E3SURE 
CATMOS) 

16) 165 170 

17£ .2b95E-l3 .2753E-03 .2809E-03 .2863E-D3 .2915E-Q3. 
18~ .2470E-03 .252SE-03 .2579E-03 .2G31E-03 .2b82E-03 
19C .2312E-D3 .2362E-03 .2411E-03 .2459E-03 ,25G7E-U3 
20t .2204[-03 .2249E-03 .2293E-03 .2337E-G3 .23B1E-Q3 
21C .2135E-C3 .2174E-03 .2214E-03 .2256E-GJ .2292E-J3 
22( .2J91E-C3 .2127E-03 .2162E-03 .219/E-03 .2232E-03 
22[ .2~J67E-(13 .2US9E-03 .2130E-01 .2162E-C3 .2194E-03 ---z-t+c . 2-;Js-r-r--!'3 • 2-a-a-s;:- o 3 • 2114 E-o 3 • 2142 t-o 3 • 21r1~E-=-:-rJ---::0~------
25C .2J57E-03 .2J83E-O~ .210BE-03 .2134E-03 .21b1E-03 
26[ .2JG5E-D3 .2088E-03 ,2112E-03 .213~E-U3 .21S9E-U3 
27f .2178E-01 .2099E-03 .2121[-0~ .2143E-G3 .216jE-03 
2Bf .239GE-C3 .2116E-03 .2135E-03 .21~bE-U3 .217bE-03 
29r .2117E-03 .2135E-03 .2154E-Q3 .2172E-03 .2191E-J3 
30( .2141E-V3 .2158E-03 .2175E-03 .2193E-OJ .221uE-J3 
31G .Z167E-03 .2183E-03 .2199E-03 .2215E-03 .2232E-03 

------'3?f • 21-9 4 E---1'!""""3 • 221l"9t:----o-3" • 2cc4-t."="" -~ • 2 2 4u E- 0 3 • n:;-s-c--..-:t3 
330 .2223E-C3 .2237E-03 .2252E-03 .226bE-03 .2260E-03 
34~ .22S3E-03 .2266E-03 .228JE-03 .229~E-GJ .23u7E-J3 
35C .2284E-C3 .2296f-03 .2309E-03 .2322E-03 .23~~E-03 
36f .2315E-03 .2327E-03 .2?39E-O~ .2351E-03 .23b3E-J3 
37[ ,2347E-03 .2358E-03 ,2369E-03 .2381E-03 .2393E-03 
380 .2379[-£ 1 3 .2389E-03 .24DOE-O,~ .2411E-G3 .24;:-:.iE-J3 
3gG .2411E-C3 .2421E-03 ,2432E-03 ,2442E-03 .24~3E-03 
lftH ,-2-t--F43E•-u3 • 2453E-Lt3 • ztrB-3C."-O ~ • 2"4-rsE- 03 • 2trt;"3·t-i.J.._'?-------
410 .247SE-03 .2485E-03 .24S5E-03 .2504E-03 .2514E-03 
4?~ .2508[-03 .2517[-03 .2526E-03 .253oE-03 .2~45E-~3 
43( .2)4UE-03 .2549E-03 .2558E-O~ .2567E-G3 .257bE-03 
44[ .2S73E-f3 .2581E-03 .2390E-03 .2598E-03 .26J7E-J3 
45( .2605[-03 .2613E-03 ,2G21E-O~ .2G3UE-03 .2b38E-03 

0' 
0 

>----------------------------
... 



TFMFFRATURE 
<CF.G K) 

0 

TARLE 7.4 THE VISCOSITY OF AIR 
{POISE) 

---- ---·------

5 

Pf~E::;SU~F 
(ATtv10S) 

10 

PO .564PF-04 .6010E-04 
90 .~13CF-04 e660Ef-04 

15 

1M) .1ol2F-04 • 7?.3SF:-O'+ • 7653F-04 
110 .767Rf-04 .7875F-04 .8173F-04 .B72GE•04 

20 

1 ? 0 • <3131 ~ - 0 t,. • 8 5 n e E - o 4 • R 7 r; n E -I) 4 • 9 1 0 4 E - 0 4 • 9 7 0 0 F- 0 4 
130 .Hq7~F-04 e913fE-04 .9342F-04 .96lff-04 .9996E-04 
140 .9~l2F-n4 .97SEF-n4 .Y917~-04 •lOlEE-03 .l04fF-03 

-----lSn __.lfl?t~f..,..03 ...,]1137F-n3_ lOS3f.,._Q"? .ln7::3E~-G3- l091E ... Ql ________ _ 
lAo .l~R~F-n3 .ln91~-03 .1112F-O~ .11?9E-03 ,115~F-03 
171) .114~F-Ol .ll~7E-r3 .ll70F-03 .llRf~-03 .1204F-03 
lRO. .l?04E-03 .l?l~f-n3 .l??RF-0~ .1242~-03 el~5Rf-03 
190 .l?AlF-03 .127JF-03 .l2A4F-0- .1?97~-03 .1~12F-03 
~no .t3?nF-OJ .13?SE-n3 .1340F-03 .1352E-03 .1366~-03 
210 .l376F-03 el38~F-03 .1395F-03 el407E-03 ,}419f-03 
??0 .l43tF-n3 .}440E-n3 .t4SnF-O~ .l46GE-03 •l472f-03 

_____ 23 0 .~ABf~ F__- 03 ____ .1 1+ g 4 £.,. Ol 15 0 3 E.~ 0 < J513£_... 0 3 • 5 24 t:..~.Q.3 ________ _ 
?40 .l~JYF-03 .l~47E-n3 .lSShF-03 .15~5E-03 .157~F-03 
?SO .1~9?F-n3 .15Q9F-03 .160PF-03 .l6l7E-03 .162~F-03 

~j8 :l~~~~:gj :l~~lt=~~ :l~ri~~=2~ :l~~~[:g~ :l1~~f=8~ 
?PO .174c;;F-0"3 • l 75 1F:-n3 .17t;QF-03 .l766F.-03 .1 774F-03 
?90 .17Q~F-n1 .lnOOF-03 .1R07F-03 .lRl~E-03 .1822F-03 
3nO .1~4?~-03 .l84SF-D3 .}Rt;~F-03 .1H62E-03 el87rF-03 

-~__3ln _.lf~9nE~o3 189t:r:~oJ ... L902.E-o• l9ns£--o3_ _.l916E. ... o3 ___ ___,_ 
3?0 .lg37E-03 .lg43E-n3 .1Q49F-03 .lgSSE-03 .l962f-n3 

~~g =~~~~~=g~ :k~~2~:g~ :1~2~~=3~ :~g~l~=8~ :~gg~~=8~ 
35n .?n73F-03 .?n7~F-n1 .20P4F-03 e?OOOE-03 .?O~fF:-03 
3~0 .~1l7F-03 .?122F-03 .?l?PF-03 .21]4E-03 .?l3YF-03 
370 .?lAlF-03 .2166E-n3 .?171F-03 .2t7fE-03 .21R?F-03 
3RO .2?0lF-Ol .2?n8F-n3 .??13F-03 .~?19E-03 .?~?4F-03 ~ 

______ 3 <J .o 2? 4 SE-n 3----. 2 ~ 5 0 f- nJ --~? 2 tS ~E. ... .(1.3. 2 2 6 0 E.,. OJ. -. 2 2 b 6 E ... n ~3 --·------.-:.-
4"0 .??R7F-01 .?2GlF-n3 .~?q6F-O~ .?301E-03 .2307F-n3. 
4 1 n .• 2 3 ? f1 F - !l ."1 • ? 3 3 2 F - rH • ? 3 l 7f - 0 3 • 2 3 4 2 f. - 0 ::! • ? 3 4 7 F - 0 3 
4?" .?l~Hr-03 .2372F-n3 .2377F-03 .2381E-03 .23~6f-03 
430 .2~07~-03 .2412E-n3 .~4l~F-O~ .?4?1E-03 .?4?~~-03 
440 .?~4~F-"3 .24~0F-Ol .?4S5F-O? .24S~E-03 .~464F-03 
4Sn .24~5~-0~ .?~ASE-QJ .?4Q3F-O~ .249Pf-03 .~502f-03 

~---------~ ·-- -------

• 



TABLE 7.4 CONT'D ----------------- ···--·--··-·---·-------·-------·--

TFMPFR/\TURF 
(f'EG K) 

25 30 

PRF<:;StH<F 
(AT r-10 S) 

35 

130 .1056F-03 .llS7f-03 .2434F-03 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. A series capillary viscometer was used to measure the 

viscosity of nitrogen and air over the temperature of 100 to 

400°K and up to a pressure of 150 atmospheres. 

2. The results have been compared with results of previous 

workers and appear to agree quite favorably. An equation of 

the form: 

n = 

has been fitted to the two sets of data and is believed 

accurate to ±1.5% at the most unfavorable conditions of high 

density. 

3. The dilute nitrogen data have also~been correlated using 

the Chapman - Enskog Collision theory, yielding inter-

molecular force constants. · 

4. It is apparent that the series capillary viscometer is 

a excellent primary instrument and is capable of producing 

accurate data over a broad range of pressures and temperatures. 
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APPENDIX AI 

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

An air viscosity reading taken at the test temperature 

ofT= 162.26°K and at a pressure of 1.22 atmospheres was 

chosen arbitrarily to illustrate a typical calculation. 

Commencing with the flow equation, 

(Al.l) 

the readi.nzs of the variables used were as follows: 

THE CAPILLARY DIMENSIONS 

Ll = 53.162 em 

Lz = 5.161 em 

Dl = 0.0500312 em 

n2 = 0.0501366 em 

THE ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY 

The acceleration due to gravity 'g' in the Hamilton area 

is 980.3941 cm/sec 2. 

THER~~L EXPANSION CORRECTION 

The coefficient of thermal expansion 'a' of glass is 

3.3 x 10- 6 , while the temperature at which the glass capillaries 

were calibrated was 297.15°K. 
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TEMPERATURE READINGS 

Thermocouple readings, T4 and T5, were taken inside the 

viscometer cell, T7 and T8, in the volumeter and T9 at the 

manometer. These were read twice during each experimental 

run, before and after the pressure readings, manually corrected 

and tabulated as follows: 

Thermocouple 
number 

EMF Before 

EMF After 

Average 

Correction 

Corrected 
EMF 

Temperature 
(oK) 

TABLE ~1.1) TEMPERATURES DURING 
SAMPLE RUN 

4 5 7 8 

-3.648 -3.645 1. 011 1.019 

-3.652 -3.639 1. 012 1. 019 

-.3.650 -3.642 1. 012 1.019 

+.002 +.010 +.006 .005 
1.018 1.024 

-3.648 -3.632 1. 021 

162.26 162.85 298.92 

9 

1. 028 

1. 029 

1. 029 

1. 029 

299.12 

The temperature at T4 = 162.26°K was used as the reference 

temperature for this run. 

ATMOSPHERIC AND PLENUM PRESSURE READINGS 

During this run the atmospheric pressure, automatically 

corrected for non-standard condition was 29.90 in Hg by 

converting to centimeters and using 13.5955 gm/cm3 as the 

density of merct,try at 0°C, the atmospheric pressure was found 

to be: 

p • 29.90 X 2.54 X 13.5955 
A 

= 1032.52 gmf/cm2 
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The pressure head between the viscometer plenum and ambient 

condition.was 17.60 em Hg at 20°C. The density of mercury 

at this temperature. is 13.545 gm/cm3• Thus: 

APENT = 17.60 X 13.545 

• 238.39 gmf/cm2 

Summing the atmospheric and the plenum gauge pressures the 

total plenum pressure can be determined as: 

PPLEN = 1032.53 + 238.39 

• 1270.91 gmf/cm2 

AIR DENSITY 

The afr densities were determined using an equation of 

state given in ref~rence [21] .and of the form p = P/ZRT where 

Z, the compressibility factor, was a function of p and T. 

Although this required an iterative solution, a unique value 

of density could be determined with a knowledge of the pressure 

and temperature. For a further description of the equation 

of .state and of the method of computation the reader is 

referred to appendix A2. 

MANOMETER AIR DENSITY 

A manometer gas density of pGAS = 0.14263 x 10- 2 gm/cm3 

was computed using 299.12°K and 1270.91 gmf/cm 2 as the state 

variables. 

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE READINGS~ 

The pressure drops across the capillaries were calculated 

from the individual manometer oil level measurements, that is 



Ahl = 96.305 - 74.071 

• 22.234 em oil 

Ah 2 = 98.667 96.305 

• 2.362 em oil 

98 

The specific weight of the manometer oil was determined using 

the density of water of 0.9970 gmf/cm3at the manometer 

temperature of 26°C, and the specific gravity of .821, for the 

manometer oil: thus: 

pOlL = .9970 X .821 

•• 8185 

The differential pressures, across capillaries one and two 

can now be calculated by means of the following equations: 

API = ~hl x (pOlL - PGAS) 

: 22.234 X (.8185 - .00142) 

= 18.171 gmf/cm2 

AP 2 = 2.362 x (.8185 - .00142) 

= 1.930 grnf/crn 2 

CAPILLARY GAS DENSITIES 

In order to calculate the mean density of the gas in the 

two capillaries it is necessary to know the average pressure. 

'PAv' in each of the capillaries. Therefore: 

PAVl = PPLEN - API/ 2· 0 

= 1270.91 - 18.171/2.0 
2 = 1261.83 grnf/crn 
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PAV2 == PPLEN - L\Pl - AP2/ 2•0 

• 1270.91 - 18.171 - 1.930/20 

• 1251.78 gmf/cm2 

Using the equation of state previously mentioned and T4 

and T5 as the temperatures in capillaries 1 and 2 respectively, 

the gas densities were computed as follows: 

P1 = 0.267227 x 10- 2 gm/cm3 

P 2 = 0.264103 x 10- 2 gm/cm3 

THE MASS FLOW RATE 

A pressure head of 5.0 em of oil was measured between 

the volumeter and atmospheric conditions. Knowing the density 
3 of water and specific gravity of oil to be 0.9981 gm/cm and 

0.821 respectively, as well as the ambient atmospheric pressure; 

the total volumeter pressure was determined to be: 

PVOL = (5.0 X .9981 x .821) + 1032.52 

= 1036.62 gmf/cm 2 

A gas density of 0.118495 x 10- 2 gm/cm3 was calculated 

using 298.92°K and the previously calculated pressure as the 

state variables. 

Since the volume displaced was previously calibrated as 

801.924 cm3 and the time taken for the volumeter piston to 

traverse this volume was measured at 768.56 sec. Then the 

mass flow rate could be determined as follows: 

Q = V X pVOL/T 

= 801.924 X .118495 X 10- 2/768.56 

= 0.123639 x 10- 2 gm/sec 
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ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY 

The absolute viscosity can now be calculated from 

working equation (3.1~) as: 

11' X 
n • 

~05003124 
X 980~941 (1+3 X 3.3 X 10- 6 

X (162.26-297.15)) 

128 X .123639 X 10-2 (53.162-5.161) 

. . -2 
{18.171 X 0.267227 X 10 -

1.930 X 0.264103 X 10- 2} 

= 0.110125 x 10- 3 gm/cm sec 

REYNOLDS NUMBER 

(0.501366) 4 

(0. 500312) X 

The mean Reynolds number may be estimated from: 

4 X .123639 X 10- 2 
= 285.7 

'II' X 0.0500312 X 0.110125 X 10- 3 

This is well below the critical value for laminar flow in 

these capillaries. 

DEVELOPMENT LENGTH 

The development length for laminar flow was calculated 

from: 

xl% = 0.065 X Re X D 

= 0.065 X 285.70 X 0.05 

= 0.929 em 

A high speed CDC 6400 digital computer was used to 

perform these calculations. A listing of the programme along 
( 

with the output for this sample run are attached to this section. 
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-

PtJN NU~PEP 35 

-R-F-CO¥MF-f+OFIJ "ALlJE OF VISCOSITY • 110 368F.:· '3 t OV I SC/OT) • 606089E•06 • 549 

VIScOSITY <eM/C~ SEC) ' .1.10125f•03 ••220 
TFMPFRATlJRE' (OE~. K) 162.261111-

PRE~SlJRF (ATM) 1.2164?2 

VTSrOSTTY USING ONLY CAP 1 (GM/CM SEC) 
VtSCOSyTY USING ONLY"CAP 2 (GM/CM SEC) 

POTSFUJLLF VlSC~SITY CAP 1 (GM/CM SEC) 

POlSFUTLLF VISC~StTY CAP 2 (GM/CM SEr) 

- ----------------------------~--------------~---------~ 
e110111E-1'13 -.233 
elOQCJ72E•'l3 -.359 
.lll209F•''3 .762 

.1212R9F•'\3 9.895 
--- . --·-· - ................ - ---------·-------- -

~AX VISCOSITY ERROR ( +OR• PERCENT ) .3q6 .432 

~AS~ FLOW RATE (GM/SEC) .123639E•02 
DFNSyTy OF N2 I~ VOLUMETER (GM/CC) •ll849Sf-"2 

--n·E N S I TV -o·;:-~-2 T 1\ CAP 1 ( r:·,-, ~-), /-C':-_ C-c--) ----------•2f>7227F•('I2 
MFAN PRFSSURE II'\ CAP 1 (13M;SO CM) 

PRFSSURF DROP ACROSS CAP l (GM/SQ CM) 

PATIO OF PRFSSURE DROPS CAP1/CAP2 

RFYNOLOC:: NU~RfR 

FNTRANCF LFI\GTH (C~) 

GAS VELOCITY (C~;SEC) 

--f' AT A---P-P lN l' --OUT 

1~~.26 

3S •3.~4ROn 

~~ 98.~6700 

162.85 

-3.63200 

CJ6.30C300 
---- 3f;-----------l------

el261A3F+rt4 
.181675E+!"'2 

9.413209 

•2857E+o3 
.9292F+OO 

·2353E+n3 

298.92 
1.02100 

74.07100 

299.12 
1.029()0 

17.60000 

SAHPLE OUTPUT 

le487 

CAP 2 

CAP 2 

CAP 2 

29.QOOOO 

•2641o3E•o2 
el25178E+04 

e193000E+Ol 

s.ooooo 768.56 

-o .... 



PROGRAM TST <INPUTtOUTPUT 9 PUNC~ 9 TAPE5=INPUTtTAPE6•0UTPUT, 

i ... 
------------------++AjF~'F.~.7~=~P~l~JNCHl ----~-------------------------------------------

5 

c· 
c 

ntM~NStON VV(340)tTT(340),VOLT(4)tf(4) 
COMMON/AlR/C(4,6) 

r. 
C THERMOCOUPLE TABLES TEMP=TT VOLTAGE=VV 

-Hl c o A lA--t-v-V-t-.J.-)--.-I-=-1 • 3 s > 1· 5 • s 3 1 , - 5-.-5--c-2--. --s-.-s o 7• .. s • • 9 2 , • s • 477, 
l~5.460,-5,443t•5,427t•S,41lt•S,39S, · 

15 

20 

?5 

30 . 

~ ... 

l-~.379,-5•362,·5·34St•5·3?8,•5.3llt 
l-~,?94,-5.?76,-~.2~At•5.?4.lt•S,?23t 
J-5,?.o5,-S. LA7,-S,lo9t•S,lS0,-5,I32, 
1-5.1}3,-S.094,-S.o7s.-s.os6,-S.~37, 1-s,o e.-4.9qa,-4,978•-4.9c:;9,-4,()3<u 

OATA (VV<I>•I=36t70)/•4,91Q,•4,A99t•4e878t•4e858t•4e838t 
l-4.q}7,-4,796,-4,775,-4.7~4~-4.733, 
1-4.712.-4.690,-4.669,-4.647,-4.625, 
l·4·603•-4•5~1··4•559t-4•517,-4.514t 
l-4.49?.-4·4~9.-4.446t•4·4?3.-4.400, 
J•4•177,·4•3S4,·4•33n,•4•3n7,·4·283, 
]·4·259,•4•235,•4•2llt•4•1A7,•4•162/ 

~c------~ ---------------------------------~--------~--------------~ c 
DATA (VV(!)tl=7ltl05)/•4,13At•4,114t•4,089t•4e064t•4e039t 
1-4.~14,-3.9~.9t•3,q64t•3,93At•3,~1~, 
1~3.~A7,-3.~~1,-3.835,•3,A~9,-3,,8~, 
J•3•7S7,•3•730t•1•704t-3•67A,·3·651t 
J-1.6?4.·3·597,·3·57o•·3·54?··3.sts, 
1·3•4A8,·3·4~o.·3•432•-3•4nS,·3•377, ------------+--3-.-344..--3--•-320••..Y.292 ,---3.-?.fi4-~~-3-.23S,___ _____________________ ......_ ___________________ _ 

~5 c 

40 

45 

--sf} 

r;s 

c 
OATA (VV(IJ,I=l06tl40)/~3.207t•3•178t•3•149t•3el20t•3e~9lt 

J-3.n62,-3,o33,-3.on3,•2.974,-2,944, 
1•2.914,-?..8~4,-2.A54t•2.8?4,-2.794, 
1-?·764,•2•733.-?•703t-2•67?,·2·642t 
l-?.6ll•-2•5AO,•?•S49t•2·51At•2.4A6t 

-------+-?•4 t; s.--2. 4 23 .--2-·3 c; r.-. -?-·3 F~fh·-~----3rA .------------------------------------,--
1-?.?96,·2·264,-2·232•-2·2oo,-z.t671 

c 
c 

nATA (VV(J),J:l4ltl75)/•?,135t•2el03t•2,070t•2,037t•2eOfi4t 

...... 
0 

1-l,Q71,-l.q38,-1,90~t·l.R7lt•l.A3B, 
1-1.8n4,-1.771,-1.737,-l.7n3,-1.669, 
J•l•61S,·l•6nl•-1·~67t•l•51?••1•498t 

---l]-1• 4f,],--}-•4n?'1.~+ .. 394.·}-.-3t;9,--l-.-3?4 ...---------------------------------------

c 
c 

}-l•?Aq,-1•254.-l•21Ht•l·1A3.·1·14Bt 
]-l·ll2·-l·0~7·-1•04lt•}•005t•0·969/ 

nATA (VV(Jl•I=l76t210)I•Q,933t•O•A97t•0,860t•0•842t•Oe788t 

MAIN PROGRAM LISTING, 
'------'----· 



l•0.7Slt•0,714t•0,678t•0,64l••0,604t 
1-----·---__,, ..... fl-,n .,.--t;;s~fl+--7 .~-n----5-'3 e, -~. 4 9 2 • -(). 4'i~-tv-l.T.---~----------~------

1-o.3Ro,-o.343.-o.305••0,267••0,229• 

F-0 

c 

t-n.l91·-o"~l~3.-n.tts,-o.o7I··o.o3s, 
10.0{'0,(), ..:1 ...• 0,077,0,!16,0, r::;4, 
tn.l93•n.232.0,27l•0.31t.o.3SO/ 

c . 
n_ATA <vv It_>, !=21 lt24S> ln.389,0,429_.o.468tO.S08,o,547• 

I ~ 5 1 (l-.-t;~~~-fo,fl~.-(}-,-6~1~{}-.-1-{} 7.-0 .-7-Jt:r- · -----------------------------

70 

75 

PO 

AS 

90 

95 

tOO 

IH~5 

1110 

c c 

l0•7~7t~•A27t0•8~At0•90At0•949t 
tn.qqn,t.n3o,l.071.1.112.1.1~3. 
1l,194.1,23~,1.277,1,31A,l,360, 
ll.40l•1•443tl,4A5tl,526tl,SAAt 
ll•610•1·652•1·694tl•737tl•779/ 

~~ ~1"-~---t-vv.(I+-.--t=7?4i,-.7:-R o-l-1-l-.P-2-+ • 1 • 864 • 1 190 7 • 1 • 949' 1 1992' 
]?,035.2,078,2,1?1,?.,164,2,207, . 
l2•?SOt2e29J,2.316,2,3A0,?,4?3t 
l?,4A7,?,Cil},2,Sr;c;,?.,599,?,A43t 
1?.687t~•431•2.79 7St2,A?n,?,8A4t 1?,q~A•2• 51•2• 97,3.042t3.0A7, 
)3.13?•3.177.3,2?2t3.267,3.312/ 

~ ------··---------··-----·-------------------------------------------------· 

c 

~ 

c 

nATA (VV(Tltl=2Al•315)13,357t3,402•3e448t3.493t3e539t 
)3.~84t1.630,3,676t3.722t3,7A7t 
I3,P13•3.A5Q,3.9o6,3,952,3,9qe, 
14.044,4.091-4·11A,4.184,4,2~n, 
1~•?77t4•3?.4t4e37lt4•418t4e46St 
l4•~21•4•559t4•606t4•654,4·70lt 
l4.74qt4.796t4.A43t4,89}t4.939/ 

DATA (VV(l)ti=316t~40)/4.9R7tS,o3StS.o83t5el3ltSel79t 
tCi•??7t5e275t5e3?3t~•372t'ie42Qt 
1t;,4t;9,c;,5}8,5,566,5,61S.c;,6~3• · · 
l~•7l?t5•76lt5•BlO•~·H59,S.Q~A, 
l5•957t6•007t6e056toel05t6el55/ 

TT(1>=-?(In.n 
00 200 t\1=2•340 
TT(N)=TT(N•l)+l 

200 CONTINUE 

C CHFCK GfNEqATED TABLES 
c 

'" '"' ~, • A~ •" 

...... 
0 

--~-----fH}·?-"~-N:.h34fl---------------------------------------

c 

TK=TT(N)+273•15 
WRtTF(~,?25)JJ(N),TKtVV(N) 

22'5 ~OR~fiT(iH •3F.l0•31 
25') CONTTNIJ .. 

----------·------·----------



c 
• no--?.55 r-1•4 . 

115 
c c 
c 

RF.J\OC5t~S3) CCCJ,J) •J=l•6) 
2~~ FORM~TC6Flo> · 
2::)1:5 COI\'TINUF.' 

NUtJAER OF RUNS TO BE CALCULATED 

RF.ADCS.~60lNRUNS 
·-tto 26 F-6RM-A-T--H5-t- ---------------------·------------------C . o 

125 

C THERMOCOUPLE Rf.AOif\GS c· 4--s--e--9 
215 Rf.AOC5•3gn>NUMl•CVOLTCN>tN=lt4) 
300 ronMATCI ,4Flo.S) 

(MV) 

c 
C COLUMN LENGTHS CCM OIU ,P~FSSURECPSIG) tATMOSPHRIC PRESSURE (CM HG) 

-------r.-.----VOt-1-JMF T-ER--B-f-FF-PR-E-s-5--f€-M--6-J l) , Vot;-tJME--T-E-R---i-l-ME-tsE-e'-+---------------------' 

130 
c . 

REAOC5t3lO>NUM2tC0LltCOL2tCOL3tPINtPAHGtDP8tTIME 
310 fORMAT(J5,7Fl0.5) 

c 
C VOLtJ~ETER LENGH USED 
c 

1~5 REAnC5t33Q)NUM4tiVOL 
--------33-f}-FOR~~I\ T C 2 IS)- ---------------------------,---~-------

C ,. 
c 

140 

DEFINE TEMPFRATURES 4--5--8--9 
no ~oo N=l•4 
no sno T=l,34o 
TFCVOLTCN>.LT.VVCil)GO TO 510 

500 CONTTNIJF 

145 ----s-t~-~~ o ~ ~ vli-,-:v-v<m 

1~0 c 
c 

OPV=VOLT(N)-VVCIIl 
DT=TT c Tl -tT CI I> 
T(l\l=TTCI l+DT*DPV/OV 

60 0 COI\·T I NUF: 

·------~€ 
VARTARLFS Nnw OF.:Flt\EO 
€0NVFRl-'fE-MP-l-9-0E-GRE-~E-s-S__.K~----------------,-----------------

}55 

#{)f----.--

1~5 

c 
T4=TCll+273.15 
rc:;=TC2l+?73.15 
TA=TC3>+273.15 
rq=r<4>•?.73.15 

c 
C AT~OSPHERIC PRESSURE (GM/SQ CM) ..... 

0 -e ·----- ----- -------------------------------------,~-

PATM=P~HG*l3·~955*2e54 
c E ~fAN CHAMRqF PRESSURE (GN/SQ C~) 

P~=PIN~70•3n7+PATM 

·----------------------------------------------r-------------------------------------------------~~--·--



170 

\ 

5-

lfiO 

lPS 

190 

195. 

,.. 
"' 
~ 
c 

c 
c 
€ 

c c 
c 

!FCPIN.LTe20.)PM=PIN~13.54S+PATM 

MEAN GAS DENSITY I~ MO~OMETFR (GM/CC) 

PMvi:PM/1 033.2 
CALL DFNSCTQtPAMtRMON) 

OIL COMPRESSIAILITY CORRECTION (GM/GM/ATM) -----------------------------------------------------
CO~S=0.610AE"•4 

PRESSURE LOSS ACROSS CAPILlARIES 1 AND 2 (GM/SQ CM) 

SPGOIL=n.R?lOU(l.+PAM~COMS) 
RWAT=o.q9P?.03•.00021U(T9•?9~.15) 
n n F.:~,! S = ~ P G 0 I I. ~ R W A T • R M 0 N 

------BP-}-=-{G1.~-€-ot--~9-I":-N~-------------------------------------------------

c 
0P2=(COLl•COL2)~00ENS 

t MEAN CAPILlARY PRESSURES 1 AND 2 (GM/SQ CM) 

PAV1=P~·DP112.0 
PAV2=P~-DP1-0P2/2e0 c 

C ~A'HN----b-H-A~~QE----fE-MPfR-A+TuU*Rto:-E ~( DfJ-IE~Gb-iK~)r-----------------------------___:.-'---------~ c 
c c 
c 

TAV=T4 

Rl ,R2 GAS DENSITY CAPS lAND 2 CGM/CC) 

PA1=PAV1/1033.2 
PA2::PAV?./l033.2 

~-----------------'GAt~~~~~4~~P~A+l~•~R+l+)----------------------------------~----------------------
200 

205 

210 

c 
CALL DENS(TStPA2tR2) 

E··~································································· c . 
8 VOLUMETER GAS DENSITY CGM/CC) ,. 
\. 

c 

PVOL=PATM+OPB~0.81944 
PPVV=PVOL./1033.2 
C ll Ll. 0 EN 5 ( T 8 'p p V V t R V) 

C MASS FLOW RATE (GM/SEC) Q 
c ~ 

IFCIVOL.E0.1)V0L=P01•~24 o 
2-'1:-5- .. F-H-W')t;--. E"~-?- WOt-=-4 o-1--.-~ ~ ~ 

TFCTVOI .EQ.3)VOL=200e2 
O=VOLU~V/TIME 

2?0 

c 
c 
c 

CAPIL C/\LJB TEMP CORRECTION 



,. 
c 

2?5 
c 

--1.'30 ~ ~ 

?35 

------

240 

2'•5 

250 

60R 

E 61o 

c 
c 
C. 

liFLT=TAV-297.15 

VlSCOStTY CALCULATION 
PI=3~141592£,536 
(;:qA!'a3q. 4lL 
ALF=1.3F•OCJ 

DEFINE CAPILLARIES USED 

'\""•'. 

----- ---~--------------------------------------------------------------------
TFcNUMt.GE.30)G0 TO 608 
ALl=Sl.R17 
AL2=c;.o67 
IJ1=<1.113''61979 
rJ2:1'.0104RS73 
GO TO 610 
CflNTTNUf 
A L-1 =: 1:\3. l ;,.;..2-------
At?:S.lf-1 
nl:(1.0'i!'0312 
n;:::n.n'1''l1366 
COt\TINUF 

AA=PT*Cn1*~4l*Go(t.0•3.0*ALF~DELT) 
~~=~~~,a~~~t~~~~fl~4)*DPi~R2) ----------------------~------~------~ 
V!~C=AA*CC/RB 
PRf5:(pAJ+PA2)/2eO 

CAl CIILATE VISCOSITIES FOR ONE ~NO TWO SEPARATELY 
AAL=PI~CD1u~4)~Rl~G~DP1~Cle+3.~ALF~OELT) 

·----------RRI•l2R-.O~Q~(Al.-l-+0.-64S-l . 
2~5 CCL=l.J?~Q/CB.6iPI*CALl•0.6~01)) 

2~() 

VI SCL= < AAL/F<BI ) -CCL 
vI <:;pt_:AAL/ ( 12A. (WQUAL l) 
AAS=P.toC0?**4)*P?*G*DP2~(1••3•~ALF~DELT) 
PP~=1?.PaO~Q*(Al2+0e6~02) . 
CCS=l!l?*Q/~~~o:PI*<AL2+o.6oD2l) 
VI~C:~-CAAS/, IL> CCS 

---------\i'f<;PS=HI5/(12~-.-e~Q~Atrt-------·-------------,-----------------
RATJ:DPl/0P? 

c 
265 c c 

MAXIMUM fRRnR LTMITS 
RFR:(01~•4>•CPl*Rl 
CFP:(02*~4)~CP2*R2 
M·q =CO[c•COL3 

·?r(}-----------fli-'2=C:Ot-l-COL2 
rt=4?f'l.qF-8 
r2=1n~.'·F-8 
nRn~=SQRTCC1+C.006/AH1)*~2+(.3/TAV)~*2) 
rCnf=SORTCC]+C.006/AH2)~~2•<.31TAV)~~2) 

275 nR=DROR~REP 

..... 
0 

-------····-·---·-----------·-----------------------------------------------~------------------------,---



nc=ococoe.cER 
-----------------~n~n~P~:rH(frfr•B€~(AER•CERT--------~----------~-------------------------------------------

?.PO 

\ 

-7.-P...,._S--

2<;0 

~VnV=lon.noe.csaRT<C2•0DPoe.oe.?)) 
XXl=AAL/RBL 
C3=7?7.~2E-R 
OXl=XXtoe.(SQRT(C3+(0.3/TAV)**2+Ci006/AH1)·**2)) · 
f)Yl= 1P7*CCL 
OVL=fon-o•~< <OXl+DYl)/VISCU 
XX?:AA<;/RBS 

------f-4--=~-?.-~.--.E-B-
nx?.=XX2i~(SQRT(C4+<0.3/T~V)*oe.2+(.006/AH2>**2)) 
OY2=.107*CC~ 
0VS=l~o.o*<<DX2+DY2>1VISCS) c 

c 
c 

CALCULATE PERCENT DEVIATION FROM RECOMMENDED 

IFCTAV-LT.240)G0 TO 620 

VALUE 

-----------------\f-lt-<-F-B• +4..-0 2 ~}-+-th--1-4~&-2-~v-s • 7171-E--4-...._.1-A-Y-** 2 + 2 • 99 28E •T* TAV**3 
l-n.?~24f-ll*TAV**4)*l•OF·~ . 

295 

300 

305· 

310 

315 

320 

-~25-

330 

nvnr_;{~.745A2-2.0*5.717lOF•4oe.TAV•3.0*2.9928E•7*TAV**2•4•0* 
16.2~?4f-ll*TAV**3)*la0E•6 

GO TO 650 
620 CCNTJt-.IUF 

VTHfO=C-6.677+0.85155*TAV•8.9470E•4*TAV**2+5•6831E•7*TAV**3) 
l*l~nF-6 . 

---lJVll-T=in . .-Rt:;-l.J:;5..,.2 ....... ()3t8-.-94-1-{+f:---4-0 TAV•3-~S-..t,g.J.l-£..P-l'4V-**2-).A.H...OI-EE:-"-•~6.__--------~----,--
650 PCTPO=nVDT*lOO.oiVTHEO 

nVJSC=(VJSC-VTHEO>*lOO.O/VTHFO 
l'lV!SCI =CVISCL•VTHf..O>*lOO.IVfHEC 
OVT~cS:(VJSCS•VTHEO>*lOO•/V HEC 
nVJ~Pl=CVISPL•VTHF.O>*lOO~/VTHEC 
DVTSPS=<VISPS-VTHEQ)~loO.IVTHEO 

C RE--¥-NGbB-5--~M-BFH----A-f\i-0 -£-N~AN€-F---1::-l-E-E-NN-tjG+-Tw-H-+-( '-ll---fP.L.tE~R«C:;tE~-PoNHT'-. -t)----------------------· 
c 

c 
c c 

RE=4•0~Q/(PJ*nt*VISC) 
XE~T=0.06S*RE*Dl 

GAS VFLOCITY IN CAPILlARIES <CM/SEC> 

VCTY=RE*VISC/(Rl~Dl> ------f:::.___ __ 

c c 

~ 
QOt 

-----~'C'------

PUNCH OUTPUT 

NSS=lOO+NllMl 
WRTTFC7,90l)~SS,VISCtTAVtPRF.StR1 
FORMAT(I5t4El8•Q) 
PRINT OUT RESULTS 

WRITF.(Ii,7fl0)1\UM1 
WRJTF(6,70S)VTHFO!CVDT,PCTPO 
WRtTFC6•710)VJSCtUVISC · 
WRJTF(f,,7?0) TAV 
WRITE(6•730>PRES 

..... 
0 
....... 

---.- *··- -----------· 



335 

'N~!TE (6,740) VISCL•DVISCL 
----------wW++~+T T-F#, 7 4 1 ) \J I 5 C S ' 0 V I 5 c--s 

WRJTE(6,745>VlSPL•CVISPL 
WRITF(~,74~)VlSPSt0VlSPS 
WRTTF.C6,751>DVOVtDVL•0VS 
WR!TF(6,760)Q 
WgTTF((,,77f'lgV 
WR!Tt(A,7RO)R},R2 

' WRTTF(~,790)PAV1!eAV2 
3-4-6---- -wP.T TF( 6-. AM) )-DPi-.-tl¥2-----------------------------------

~~R!TF u:.,820) RATJ 
INRITFC6,82?)RE 
WPITF(6,8?5)XfNT 
I.AJR T TF <f, • 8?7l VCTV 
t~R!TF u;,83f1> 345 
WRTTfC6•A4n>T4•TS•T8tT9 

700 FOPMATClHltllHRUN NUM8fR ,J3) 
------~7410f-'ooc;r-+F-0RMAl'--fl H0.,-/-•32H-RE-€{l-~E11 V~I;-Vf OF ~·TSr.OSITV .F';:t'hln 1 ;:tX. 1 UUAVI 

350 

3'::5 

361) . 

"365 

1~C;nT> ,EJR.6,F10.3) 
710 F0RMAT(1H0•?2HVJSCOSITY C~~/CM SEC) tE32,6tFl0.3) 
720 FORMATC1H0,;'.1HTFMPFRATURE CnEG K) tF33,c) 
730 FORMAT(lHn,}SHPPES5URF <.l'iTM) •~39,6) 
740 F0RMttl(1HO,/t40H VISCOSITY USI~G ONLY CAP 1 (GM/CM SEC) ,El5e6t 

lFlO.~) . 
7 4 l F () F MAt 11 H n , 3 G H V T S ~ ~ ~ I T Y U V Y,..; G e_ N LY CAP 2 ( G M I C M SEC) , E 1 5 • 6 , F 1 0 • 3) 
14-5---FOR MA - t -HHh-3 9 ~Pe-l-- _ t lL-t.--f"-- t~c -e-... I-+-¥ -€-A P---+-+6-M-1€ M-----SE--€ ) , E' 1 s .. ~6c-e-,-f""F+l-4lO--.-.-~3+) -· __ _.___,_ _____ _ 
746 FnRMAT<lH0•39H.POISEUILL~ Vl~COSTTY CAP? (GM/CM SEC) tElS•6•Fl0.-3) 
751 FORMAT(lHOt/t38H ~AX VISCOSITY ERROR ( +OR~ PERCENT ) tFl7e3t 

l?F1f'.3) 
760 FORMAT(lHO•I•?SH ~ASS FLOW RATE (G~/SEC> •E30.6) 
110 FORMAT<tHn.3SHOFNSITY oF N2 IN voLUMETER <GM/CC> •El9.6> 
7~n FORMAT(1HOt31HOENSlTY OF N2 N CAP 1 (GM/CC) ,E23.6tl2XtSHCAp 2• 

1F.?4.6) . 
7-%--F--0 ~MAT-{ 1 Hft ~-3-4 HME-A-N--P R-E-5-su-PE-------J---N----AP -}-f-G~G--€M)-------.--E-21h~-rt-2-X-.-5-H€--A'APt--'9~----------

1.tF?4 6) 
800 t-dRM!Tc 1Ho, 38HPRESSURE DROP AC~OSS CAP 1 (GM/SQ CM) tEt6e6tt 2X, 

15f-ICAP 2tE?.4.6) 
_P?n ~ORMAT(1HOt36HRATIO OF PRESSURE DROPS CAP1/CAP2 tF18.6) 
E-1?? F0RMAT(1H0tl6HREYNOLOS NIJMRFR tE3P.4) 

370 R25 F0RMAT(lHOt21HENTRANCf LENGTH (CM) tE33,4) 
---~--~~--:~~~g~::~U~~~~~~A~e~~~~ll~~~~~~£_>_·E~32~·4_>_~--~--------------~---

37'i 

-3~0r----· 

3~5 

c c 
c 

~4n FORMATC1HOtF20.2t3Fl5.2) 

LIST DATA 

WR.IT~C6tllO)~UMli(VOLT(N),N=lt4) 
110 F0RMAf(1HO,J5,4F 5.5) 

. WRTTE<6•t?n>~U~;>,COL1tC0L?tCOL3,PI~,PAHGtDPBtTIME ~ 
--+-1 ?-e--Ff1RMAT-+1HO--.-J5-.-7Fl-c;-•5 .. oo 

\AIR J T E f f. • 1 4 n ) ~ ll M 4 ' IV 0 L 
140 FOPMA (lHn,yS,Il5) 

T F C 1\1 U M 1 • l T • f\' RUNS ) G 0 T 0 ? 7 c; 
sTnP 
EM1 

---------------------------------------------------.-----------------



APPENDIX A2 

GAS DENSITY COMPUTATION 

The density of the gases were calculated using a 

computer subroutine of the form DENS(T,P,p) where temperature, 

T, and pressure, P, are input arguments and the density, p, 

is. an output argument. 

NITROGEN DENSITY 

In the case of nitrogen gas an equation of state obtained 

from reference f20] was used, that is: 

+ (n5T2 + n6T + n7 + n8/T + n9!T 2) 2 p 

+ (nlOT + 
4 5 

nll) P + (nl2 + nl3/T) P 

- 2 
+ (nl4/T + 

3 4 3 
nl5/T + nl6/T ) P EXP(n 23 

p 2) 

2 3 4 5 EXP(n 23 
p 2) + (nl7/T + nl8/T + nl9/T ) p 

(A2.1) 

The· subroutine started with an initial estimate of density in 

the form p = P/RT, then calculated a value of P using equation 

(A2.1). It then corrected the initial value of density using 

P = p x p /P This iterative procedure continued i i-1 ACTUAL CALC. 
until convergence, defined bv o.-p. 1~o, was achieved • . . 1 1-

109 



110 

The programme is listed at the end of this section. 

AIR DENSITY 

The density of air was calculated in a similar manner, to 

that of nitrogen, using the equation of state obtained form 

reference [21] that was of the form: 

p = P/ZRT 

where 

1 + n7w + 
2 + 3 

+ 4 6 8 
al = n8w n9w nlOw + nllw + n12w 

c. 

B2 __ = nl3w + 
2 + 3 + 4 6 8 

nl4w nlSw nl6w + n17w + nl8w 

(A2 • 2) 

In the above equation T* is the reduced temperature, i.e. T/TCRIT' 

and w the reduced density, i.e. PIPcRrT· The critical constants 
3 

are given as TCRIT = 132.55°K and PcRIT = 0.3128617464 gm/cm . 

The ideal gas density was first calculated from the 

equation PrnL = P/RT, this value of density was then used to 

compute a value of Z from equation(A2.2) after which a new 

value of density was computed using p = plDL/Z. Each new value 

of density was then used to calculate a new value of Z and the 



iterative procedure continued until convergence occurred. 

A listing of this subroutine is also presented at the 

end of this section. 

111 



. ,,/ 

' 

,•_,..· 
.. 

SllR~OUTINF OF:NS(T,P,ROl) 
Xl=3.737~2Ql5P~-3 
X?=·l.l7;?oQ720o 
x1=-~~73~1?8Qn6F3 
x4:l.~77nn~A~nF:7 
xS=~.6857~37~~F-8 
X~:-4,3An71R747F-S 
)(7:A!~~71Q?454F•2 
X ~ : • ,-, • 7 'l 6 3 1 7 9 1'1 ? 
X q = 4 '+:! 1 R 4 R 1 I+ SF 2 
)( J (I=~ • q 3 4 l'l A q l 31 F.-, 
)(lJ;.4~11Sn3n779F-3 
Xl?=l ~3~Aii~nn9F-4 
X11=-~,2qSA34478F-3 
X14=-4.nRq~62~00F3 
x1~=Q~2~7A1Al25E~ 
xl6=-~.~~1?.92HOOE7 
X l 7 = 1 ·" 0 3 ~ ~ Q i' 3 H 1 E l 
X1A:-r..-7l?2775AAE3 
x 1 Q:? r.44l nf.~l7t;E5 
~20=-~-1417~16541:-2 
x?1=~.rlQ4~A~R~ -
x??:-4,~qs~q~410E2 
x?3=-'1.n"~" 
~~~=n.np?nc.;~;15593 
~;:(/ 

• 

~ =P/ ( RlJ'q) 
50 " = "' ... 1 . . . 

FN:R,RU*T+(Xl~T+X2+X3/T~o~+X4/T~~4)~R~o2 . . ... 

l +(XSa·r•o?+X6*f+X7+X8/T+X9/T0~2)~R~oJ+tXlO~T+Xll)*R**4 . +(Xl2+XJ3/T)*P**S 
l•((~l4/T**?+X1t;/T•~3•Xlii/T~~4)*R~~~)*(EXP(X23*R**2)) 
l+((X 7/T**?•X1A/T~*3+X Q/T**4)~R~* )*CEXP(X23~R~~2)) 
l~C(X?n/T**?•X?l/T*~3•X22/T~*4)*R*~ >*<EXPCX23*R**2)) 
~OLI~=R 
P=~*P/PN 
r::;nJ=r-~•o.q?Hot34 
yy:AR~((~-ROtDl/R) 
TF(YYel T.n.oon )G(') TO 99 
TF(~.G~.lOO)GO TO 99 

(.? 0 T n -- n 
99 ~Jo:TIJRN 

F' "I D 

NITROGEN DENSITY PROGRAM 

1-1 
1-1 
N 



]5 

20 

~5 

30 

35 

40 

4S 

! 

SUBROUTINE nENS(T,P,ROW) 

COMMON/AIR/C(4t6) 
f'JIMENSTON A(4) 

RCR=o.3128617464 
RU=?.A333A9q 

----~-------~~~IhL=P·/--(R_C_R_~_R_U-~-T-)----------~--

q:R I(')L 

c c 
c ,. 
'· 

E 

TAU=T/112.55 

1 N=N+l 

nn lOO_t=l•4 
~UM=o.n 

.. . . ~ ~ 

oo Qn J=l•6 
K=J 
TF(J.FQ.c;)K: 
-tF+d.Ftre6+~·~~--------------------------------------------------------~ 
~UM=SUM+C(J,J)*R**K 

---· 

90 COI\JTJNUE. c 
c 

A<I>=SUM 
100 CONTINUE c ,. 

~-

r . 
c 

c 

7Z=l•O+A(l)/TAU•A(2)+A(J)/TAU**2•A(4)/TAU**~ 

ROL(")=R 
P=~tDI /7Z 
ROw=R~RCR 

YY=AnS<<R·ROLD)/R) 
IF<YY.LT.n.nOOOl)RETURN 
TF(N.f0.20>RETURN 
fiO TO 1 
END 

----··----------------- AIR DENSITY PROGRA_r_ 

..... -(,.! 



APPENDIX A3 

VISCOSITY DATA OF 

OTHER AUTHORS 



• 
TABLE A"!>.l NITROCEN VISCOSITY DATA 

OTHER AUTHORS 
115 

VOGEL £:1.914) 

- --VISC.JSI-T-Y- -- --------TE.lfP-ERAfUR-E-
(POISc> <DEG K> 

• 5GOJ0;:-04 

.167'H::::-o3 

VASJLESCO (1945) 

81.600 

273.150 

----VIS C ·-J 3 IT Y- -----------T--e-MP-E-RA-'fURE--
(F'OIS:> <DEG K> 

90.200 

194.760 

C L A R. !{ .'\ tlO S I I T H < 1 9 6 8 > 

• 765JDC:-f14 114.350 

,9G11UE-04 134,400 

·--.-1B12-&-=:--B 3-----i-5-2-.-5-B-o--

;11540[-03 

.12960t:-03 

.14310E-03 

176•000 

zuo,goo 
225.700 

-~4-~62-ti-€--0-3---------£-5-2-.. ~0--

o1b610E-03 272,450 

,17860[-03 

.18CJ.so=:-o3 

299.101.) 

322.700 

-----· --189-Z c1 c--03--------3-44-.-S-{U}-- • 

• 21210:::-G3 374.600 

T "R A U T Z A N 0 B AU t·1 A t ! i\1 ( 1 9 2 9 ) 

---- -V-ISCHS-I lY------------lE·HP+=RA TUR.E-
(F'OISE> <Dt~ K> 

.1273o=:-o3 

.12730t:-03 

---.--1-464-if-:: -.U3 --

o146::>o-:-03 

o172'30E-03 

.1735fiE-03 

• 20840E-03 

19S,6SO 

196.850 

-2-32 .-7-5..1}---

235.250 

289.250 

290.950 

373.2JO 

JOHNSTON AND tiC CLOSKEY <194L,) 

----\\11-l' I SCG-5-I-l-¥------T-£-"f-PF-R A-HJRE------
CPOISE> <DtG K> 

• 631401::-04 

• 81640E-04 

90.170 

118.260 

----~9? 4-B-E-· 04--------1-3-{h 8-2{}-·--·· 

• 95470:::-04 

.1Li418C:-03 

.11225~-03 

140.980 

169.400 

-~.~121-J o~:.---f.l-3 

.12982::-03 

o138J8=:-o3 

.14535E-03 

----c~1-B-4-.-+-2.U----

2a0.160 

215.750 

229.880 

--..--1S.31~Z_JO-D3 --

• H03o:::-o~ 
o16650E-03 

.1719SE-03 

2-4-B.-190-------· 

260.130 

273.210 

28?.080 



TABLE A3.1 CO~T'D 

MICH~LS AND GIJSON (1931) 

• 18 Co2 (; :- ,, 3 

.1SO'P::-o~~ 

,1981C ~-Q3 

,2C43CI:::-03 

• 2C94o::-o3 

• 2t9:30.::-n3 

-- •. 2231.t>:-(t3. 

• 29410::-03 

, 2 S4 !3 G c - 03 

• 304'Jo:::-o3 

I 32090E-03 

, 3374Gi:-03 

I 3383(1C:-03 

.19810::-03 

.2'.1830::-03 

• 23730E-03 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298,150 

298.150 

298.150 

298,150 

298,150 

----------2--9-3-.1-51-tOI----

298,150 

298.150 

298.150 

-------.---2 g-8.-1-50 

298.130 

298.150 

298.150 

298,150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.1.50 

298.150 

323,150 

3231150 

323.150 

-----...-l+3J{~ ::-- D 3----------3-2-3-o-1-5-0- ----

• 31230E-03 

, 20220E-03 

323.150 

34fi.150 

10.950 

12.710 

14.440 

15.330 

15.3)0 

---4-~~0 

57,5'30 

66,9~0 

921310 

1 011 o 5 ) 0 

118,6JG 

132,7JO 

165.5 ]0 

1-+-4-r-9--Ul 

189.0)0 

212.4)0 

277.7)0 

3(4,6)0 

364.6) 0 

38716JO 

4 30 ,-2-lO 

430,2)0 

473,1 JO 

476.1]0 

15 I 3 ?-8-

571610 

104.5)0 

212.4)0 

3--~ 

430,2)0 

15. 3 70 

.12564[-01 

, 14587E- 01 

,16577E- 01 

,176G1E-01 

,17635t.-01 

• 5~437C::- 01 

I 6b 10 8::- 01 

, 76873E- 01 

,1u541E+OO 

• 11 8 9--2-e-+--U 0 

.13430E+OO 

,14940E+OO 

, 18 3 24E + 0 0 

119-e-K::~ 

• 2Gt24Ef- 00 

.22803E .. OO 

• 28293(+ 00 

,31.;366[ .. 00 

, 34366E + 00 

• 3!:.1 7 7 4:: .. 0 0 

I 38-1-S-6~~~~--

• 38196t:+ 00 

,4G412Et-OO 

,405b2i'::+OO 

.16~--

• 6G525E- 01 

.10827E+-00 

.2i.>756E+-OO 

.288S5,:H}0 

.3~395t:t-OO 

.15043E-lJ1 



V ISClSI TY 
(PCISC> 

• 2 <' 8 3 0 E - 0 3 

• 2"T03o::-n3 

• 27Ltrl0E-03 

• 3D7 H,c:- o3 

TABLE /\3. 1 CONTI Il 

T;:~P:::RATURE 
<OEG K> 

348.150 

348.150 

348.150 

348.150 

ROSS AND BROWN (1957) 

----VI SCJ SIT¥----------------T-E>+PERA-HH~.E------
(POIS~) (JEG K> 

.185JOE-03 

.18o]OE-03 

• 2G!.'so::::-o3 

• 20830E-03 

• 23230E-03 

.2BE<JOE-03 

• 310JOE-03 

.17270E-03 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

273.150 

-----.-18 2-} ut: --o 3--------- -2-7--3-.-1-5-D---

.19010E-o3 273.150 

• 20330E-03 

• 23080C:-03 

• 292 3 0 E- 0 3 

.16190C:-03 

.17330E-03 

.19710C:-03 

• 23130:::-03 

• 2h270E-03 

273.150 

273.150 

273.150 

248.050 

248.05tJ 

248.050 

248.050 

248.050 

PRE ssu~c: 
CAH10S) 

57.610 

212.4 Ju 
320,310 

117 

--------

DENSilY 
CGM/CC) 

.55846E-01 

.19089E+UO 

• 2b692t:+- 00 

430.2)0 .32992[+00 

4 1. 7 'Hl---...-, ~38 2 2 2 E + 0-{l--

-P.RE--55-YRE tJEttS+Pf-
CATt103) < Gi1/ CC> 

35.010 .4u256E-01 

46.970 .54003E-01 

9.030 • 7 9 2 0 3-E----{t-1-

103.040 .11 731C+ 00 

137.0?0 .1S400E+ 00 

205.080 • 22134E+ 00 

273.4-10 ,27964EII}{;-

341.140 .32850E+OO 

409.1?0 • 37029C:t 00 

35,010 • 443G7C:- 01 

-69.030-- .87755: 01 

103.040 ,13060E+OO 

137.0?0 ,17186E+OO 

205,0SO ,24657Et00 

273.1JO ,3L8~~ 

341.1~0 • 36 0 41E t 0 0 

35,010 .49403C:-01 

69.030 • 98889E- 01 

:1u3.o:.o .14 830E*' OQ 

137.030 .19586C:+- 00 

205.0'30 • 27 97 4E+ 0 0 

273.1)0 , 346 58E + 0 0 



TABLE A:-s. l CO.\:T'P 

VJSC'JSI TY 
(PCISf:> 

T::•1DERATURE 
(OtG K) DLNSITY 

{Gd/CC> 

"2981_ n;:- 03 - -------------2L+S.050-------34-1-.-1-4-·•'.J.------.-J!J--9-5~-~

.1~21o:-o3 223.350 

• 1'71:'::.-83 223.350 
.t?~lGC-G3 223,350 

.?32JC:i:··-:3 223.350 

• 27L?.D:-iJ3 223,350 

------\1-I SC·) 3 t 1 Y- -- --------l-E~.PA-l-HRE 
(POIS~) !DEG K> 

.178H•;:-o3 

.178~~,·~-J3 

298.150 

298.150 

35.010 ,55926i:':-01 

69,0~0 .11392L~GO 

103. 0+0 .17302t:+- co 
---4· H-.---o---?--,ta----..-rc-9~trE+-&B----

205,0~0 .32401[+-00 

2 7 3. 1 ) 0 • 39 4 0 8 E t 0 0 

PRESSJR: 
<A H10 3 > 

2. 0 ·)Q 

5. 0 )Q 

DENSIT-Y-
(Gi1/CC> 

,22911E-02 

• 57311t:- 02 

-·- --1' 1.79--~ £' ;::- n:_z- - -

o18P~CC:-03 

----c2-'-t9 8.-1-5-&--~-ao-----..~11-'l1rl4*'7f-i2"-::.=--· --tl-10 1 

• 1_~4)0.::-03 

298.150 

298.150 

298,150 

20.01Q .2i975E-81 

30,010 ,34489E-01 

40,0)0 .45996t:-01 

----. : ·': 1;; 70 =-:- Cl3--------2-9--8-.-4-~{ll------~5t+O.-. *0-1)++8---.... 5~7~7 9E 01 

.t8J;·o::-o3 

.191SDE-03 

.194oOE-03 

• 201:; oc:- o3 

298,150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

60.010 ,68920£-01 

70,010 ,8G304E-01 

Br.oJo .91o14E-ot 

-----~9~&~-i1*0------~,t1~b~2~~~--

100,010 .11395E~OO 

KESTIN ANO LEIDENF~OST (19o0) 

-----V-lSGl)S-I-l"Y-----------'fEHPE-RA-T-tJRE'-------PRE-5-5-'-JR:: 
(POISE) CO~G K) CATMOS) 

DENS IT-v-
<GM/CC> 

.18779E-03 

.18438t:-03 

293,150 62.o7o .72&67~-ot 

293.150 48,630 .57040E-01 

2-9-3-rl.-5-B~----~3-~4 •• ft8-;l-~-ftQ----,,rllrlt l-r-t 7i~7f-J8~ .... .;:.,----ft-10 1 



--v J ~""C'l-3T1 ...,.---- -------T~'t p-ERA1-U0Rrc--
(POIS:::> <Ot:G K> 

.17814E-J3 

.1l7,.JB::-J3 

.1l60(if:-03 

• 1.3212:-D3 

.179l19C:-(13 

.178'13;:::-Q3 

WHIT~LA\-J (1960) 

293.150 

293.150 

293.150 

298o1?Q 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

1 l ~~ 

-r>Krss-~::.. De. :~STir---
<ATHOS) <G:·1/CC) 

2Gq4'30 .z~949E-01 

18. 0 '+ 0 .21058E-01 

1lh 5-j 0 .17046E-D1 

+1.1..,lJ • 1-3-B-4-2-E--B-1--------

7.730 • 90890C:- 02 

69.040 • 79214E- 01 

55.5 ]0 • 63 7 7 8 E- 0 1 -

4--.-.a;o I 4813LIE- 04--

28.210 • 32428E- 01 

14.6 ·)0 .16 761E- 01 

7 • 8 JO .89450£-02 

---V-I-Sfi1S I TY--- ---TEMP-E-R"A--l-ttR-E'----~~~rl~;;o------PRESS JRE Q-f-NS---I---T-1'--
(POIS:.> COEG K> 

• i7330::-!J3 

• i?f<i0:.-03 

• 176>301:::-()3 

.18210t:-03 

.18530[-03 

• 1 9 6 :) 0 E - 0 3 

,197JOE-rJ3 

289.150 

289.150 

290.150 

290.650 

292,150 

290.150 

292.150 

292.150 

----a-19 8J)-{J.C:-O 3 -------------2-9-Z-.--1-5-Q 

.19730E-03 

.19830E-03 

• 20860E-03 

290.350 

290.350 

296.150 

<AThOS> (Gi1/ CC> 

9.6~0 , 11459E- 01 

19.300 , 22965E- 01 

19.3')0 • 22435:- 01 

2u.330 I 240J2E- 01 

20.330 • 23989E- 01 

39.630 , 46655E- 01 

5 7 • 1- -J-{}- I b 819 2-f---G-1---

64,8?0 • 76805C:- 01 

87.110 .1u2iJ2E+OO 

90,930 ,1(: E:46E+ 00 

9~~0 , 1b978Et- OG 

96.730 ,11394E+OO 

96,790 ,11394E+OO 

113.240 ,12953E+ 00 

Ia· 



l :: u 

FLY'~'J , H!\~l!<S , L;:t-1AIRE ANO ROSS (1963) 

• 21327.:.~-03 373,150 

373.150 

26.350 ,23962E-01 

53.140 • 479Z8E- 01 

--------·-3-7-3.-150---------8{.~-G-------.,-·r-l-8'37 E Ct1-. --

373.150 

3l3.150 

313.150 

·-·· 17P 12 :~- G3---------2·9-8-..4-5J.}--

,1d333?,-03 

• 15E3L.~.:-C3 

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

108,670 ,9S829E-01 

137,7~0 .11977E+OO 

168,0~0 .14372E~OO 

---:--~6r-.:o-t7<-,7<-t0t-------r,-t7-=t-6~E--D-2----

20,8~0 .23965E-D1 

41.670 

S2,2 10 

• 47 916E- 01 

, 6G 0 0 U E- 01 

.• -18-'}o 8 ~~- J 3 -·- --- ------~-9 S-..1-9-0--------0-h%{}-.---..... 74-&64.f-B4---

• 1 g 4 2 2 ::: - !) 3 298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

83.720 

1t1?.2?0 

127.3't0 

.95800E-01 

, 11 9 7 Lt E ~ 0 0 

.1437uE+ o& 

.. 21 s !)3[ ... fj 3 ... -----~-2-98 .. 1-~-----1-5-th--1-':}u-----.--1&7-Q-7-.f+.ij.{i--·· 

.2227?.:::··(;3 

.190:..9E-03 

• 20723:::-03 

• ?.1714E-03 

298.150 

248.150 

248.150 

248.150 

248.150 

248.t50 

173.970 

33.930 

50.470 

83.4hl-

117.010 

152.540 

171.5)0 

_._i.<tB~ 9 ~-- 0..3..:.. ________ _2.2.3 .. -1.5.4J.0------'2:....:9;~.; • ....:9::LJ.-1 Qy... 

• 15867E-03 

.1713SC::-03 

• 186 J 3 E- 0 3 

223.150 

223.150 

223.150 

58.250 

85.9 ~0 

114.0~0 

• 19166E+ 00 

.47527C.-01 

, 717S8E- Ot 

I 119&-1-f-+{i.ij

o1b8[17Ef 00 

• 2.L631E+ OG 

• 24035Et- 00 

_ __.,_'*-lo e 3r-·- o 1 

• 95386E- 01 

.14356tt- 00 

.1Y2C·6C:t00 

---..--21+5-3 o E -u-3- ·-------------2 2·3 ···1-50-------1.~·7-3-{11-------.-, -?2'4"t·W-5-E+-+Ot+6+-t -

,226~9~-U3 223,150 17(,580 .2H8G9Et00 

.1~8SOf-03 

,1494(lC:-03 

194.650 

194.650 

-·· H-9.~ 0!:--03-··---------4.-94..-6 50 

• 2004(;[-03 

.224'0E-03 

• 25350E-03 

194.6.50 

194.650 

194.650 

37.110 .71035E-01 

,11884E+OO 

9 ( I 8-lHO----r-. 1-9-2-3-7-f+IH~---

123.0~0 .2b438E+OO 

147,130 .31134t+OO 

174.1JO ,35595E+OO 



TABLE /\3.1 cn:·~T'l) ] 2 l 

--Y I SC1 SIT Y- -- ------T-::KPE ~A-T-URE---------P-RE-S-S--H~-=--:-------H-0-j:'--E-N-5-r'f--'t---
(PQISC: > (Ot:G K) CATI103) CGI1/CCl 

o 19230E-03 

• 1714[1~-03 

• 1E·4 3 0::- 0 3 

.15120::-03 

298.200 

298.2 !10 

211.900 

211.900 

211o900 

77.6]0 ,88890t:-01 

119.710 .13546E~oo 

1 a 1. 9 HJ---------. +1~c.~ 

88.7JO .16105E~OO 

76.410 .1372Bt:t00 

51.410 .89699E-01 

----.--1-8-8 3 0 -::--{) 3-- ---------2-i-h-9{}{}--------'li-'l1H7'---.ort6~) 0+------.--, -7"2'-T1~5"-ii8t6rt-[---+1----t0H0:t---

• 1. 7 7 2 C :;: - J 3 2 11 • 9 0 0 9 9 • 1 J 0 • 16 1 0 7 E t 0 0 

.1.E-3?QE-03 194.7(10 77,000 .1~987::.::+-00 

o1604u::-03 194.700 75.010 .1552CIE+-00 

-----o-1-Y-o.)-Of -0~-- -------1-9-4-o-7--0_g__ ------:57--t2~-----.-4-G--44-9~--

.14410E-03 194.700 

• 2084GE-03 

• 2124C.:-o3 

---.--1-3-44-0-E---ll3--

•18070Z-03 

194.700 

194.7 00 

--*'1 8-4--.--7----0 0 

194.700 

K'=.STIN AND WHITEL£\W (1963) 

----v-I S-£0 3 I T-V----------:FE-H-f>-E--RA-T=Hif-+IJR.>--~E;;:__--
CPOIS~> <DEG K) 

• 22748E-03 

• 22553E.:-03 

.348.060 

345.280 

51.0)0 

123.9JO 

125.5·JO 

1ll1.7JO 

100,0JO 

-?--Rf-55--Y R: 
<AT 110 ~) 

138.2SO 

134.710 

----.-2-19-s 4-.C.--G-3 1~0 --;<;3--'+1;--5--.---2-2-{)f----------'1 

• 213?s::.-o3 

• 20833E-03 

• 20417:7-03 

344.970 

3-t4.750 

344.510 

82.930 

55.370 

28.290 

.10067Et00 

• 2660-BE+ 00 

,26939Et00 

• 217 1t 2E +-4-G--

e21353c~OO 

---Bf'HS-I-r-'Y--
CG:1/CCl 

• 12 97 2E+- 0 0 

• 12 777E t 00 

.--1-tr-5-&8 E + 0 0 

a80516E-01 

• 54 277E- 01 

• 27929E- 01 

---.-1-98-44 E--D 3-------3-44.--3-1-H------------------

• 2321)0~-03 

• 22830E-f13 

• 2 2 3 g (! ::: - 0 3 

• 21521E.:-03 

• 21022E-J3 

372.230 

372.160 

372.150 

372.100 

372.100 

131.850 

109.870 

82.3:~0 

55-r+--1-0 

27.670 

.11528E+OO 

.97111E-01 

• 7".S 644E- 01 

----.----s{t--3--4-5-t---94----

• 2~ 227E- 01 



) .., I 
J. ; ....... 

VI SC ') S I T Y --- - -----T:"::-M-P tR £\TUR E------------P pt-S-s-t;~;;:;-C: ------BE-ttS-i:'-+T-¥Y-
(POIS~) <DEG K> CATMOS> (G~/CC> 

oi8959E-03 323o150 

o19i1o[-03 323.150 

10.0 JO 

20.0)0 

.1uS66E-01 

o 2112 '3 E- 01 

-- ---.--193 :t9 ~- D3--- --------3-2 3r15B~-~t-----.o -4i: 16 5 [ --B-1~

.19772E-03 

o 2G23o::- o 3 

• 211:,8::-03 

$ 26779E-G3 

I 30274E:-03 

• 33860E-03 

----.--1-7-(1201::- 03- ----·--

.17246E-03 

323.1?0 

323o1SO 

323.150 

323.150 

323.150 

323.1?0 

2 7--3-.-1-5-.0 

273.1?0 

6 0. 0 10 

80,0JO 

120o010 

,63014C:-01 

• 83580t:- 01 

o 12354E~ DO 

---&2· -9-S-.--{}-}t)-----,riY-7-&&E-t-1Ht----

30C,OJO .27465E~OO 

400.010 .33741E•OO 

S 0 0 • 0 J 0 o 3d 8 6 0 E ~ 0 0 

------~2~0n.~~o .252G4£---*o~1--

40.0JO .50679E-01 

.177?6::-03 273.1?0 60.010 .76240C:-01 

.1833BE-03 273.150 80,010 .10169~•00 

-----. -19-75 6 ~ ~,;.;}----------2-7-J-.-1-5-U-------~G-.--G-+0----.+54.-4-~8-{}-{}----

o230l6~-03 273.150 200.0JO .24141E•OO 

.27563:-03 273.150 300.010 ,33t50Et00 

• 32340E-03 273.150 400.0)0 .39778Et00 

--- .--1-42-2-9&- G-3----------2~-.-1:5-0-- -1-0--,-ij-J -.--1&-!j-{J...Sf---G-1-----

• 14471 E- 0 3 223.150 20.0}0 • 31418E- 01 

.15033E-03 223.150 40. o no • 64321E- 01 

.1585BC:-03 223.150 60.0.10 • 98405[- 01 

_ __.__1£ZB ss- a_3 ____ 2 2.3. .. -15..0- 8 0. 0 lU • 13 ~ 2-0£!-.Jl..U __ 

~ 190D5E-03 223.1!>0 120.010 .2u2u3E~OO 

• 24132::-03 223.150 200.010 • 31829E.: .. 00 

.119l4i::-03 183.150 10.010 .19210i:-01 

---.-4 -2~a 4c-- o-3 ~~-50 28.030 • 39 6 H-E--0-1--

.1323Dl::-03 183.150 40.010 • 84294[- 01 

.14558[-03 183.150 60.000 .1344-0E• 00 

.16167€-03 183.150 80.0)0 .18876t:~OG 

. -----2-0&rro:::: ---+t 3---- -8-3 .--1-5-G--- 12~-fJ .293-~ 



TABLE A3. 2 ;\IT< VJSCOSlTY PAT;\ OTifU( AUTllOi<S 1 ') '.' 
" ;,...,1 

TRAUl z A~lD (di,U~1l\liN (1929) 

VISC:JSITY 
(POISE> 

.130)0C:-03 

e 1S?.3 Gt:- J3 

.1791Gi::-03 

----.-'19:l"-1D-::-- (.!0 

• 21730:::-03 

TE t1PE RAT URE 
CDEG K> 

194. ?50 

237.550 

29~.9?0 

·---~4.450 

373.450 

JOHNST1N AND ~lC CLOSKEY (194u) 

VISCJSITY 
(POIS::> _______ _:c__ __ 

• G45JO'::-D4 

• 835JGC::-04 

T E 11 P E R A T UK. E 
<DfG K> ---

90.220 

9 0. 2 80 

118.400 

--~1"u::,_-,-r.--------rt~3c. 7 8 o 
• 101J9::-G3 

.11C!5C:-03 

.123'3GC-03 

---.-rs45~t---fl3--

.14223:::-03 

.150~2E-03 

• 158 4 5 t:.- 03 

-----.-166 t 1 t- n
.17242c-03 

.17775::-03 

.1851!tE:-03 

146.190 

160.890 

183.270 

201.590 

215.230 

230.520 

245.610 

260.350 

273.290 

284.600 

300.120 

Vl~,SILE3CO (1945) 

VISCJSITY TEMPE~ATURE 
(POIS~) COEG K> --- --------- -------

.172JDE-03 273.100 

.18030~-03 289.600 

.18240E-G3 294.400 

----.--z-n-J a ::·""-:-1'0'~-'3r------~377 g-;-rau-------"' 
.22940E-03 3gg.ssu 

S U T H:: ~ L AND At m 1·1/1 A S S ( 1 9 3 2 > 

VISCJSITY TC:MPERATURE 
<POISE> <OEG K> 

.12817E-03 194.650 

.1811oE-o3 293.950 

.17033E-03 273.150 

.15392c.-03 -z--41;??0 

.13328E-03 203.750 

o112'35E-03 169.150 

.62690C:-04 90.050 

• :,51tBC:-tll:f r e • !jS-ty----



'lAnL.t:. r\:'\.2 ClhT'ii 

KESTPI flNO l-IANG C1958) 

VISCJSITY 
(POIS.::) 

• 1841 CE:-03 

.t911J:::-n3 

a1'J3?CC::-03 

T E ~1 P t R A T U R E 
Dl.:.G K> 

------

298.150 

298.150 

298.150 

ztJt).--r?-o-

298,150 

298.150 

298.150 

124 

PRESSJ~E DHJS I TY 
<AH10S) CG:1/CC> 

2. 0 )Q .2:3o90t:-oz 

5.010 .59278E•02 

10.0]0 .11873E-01 

1!t1J10 • 2-)Bu?c.- 01 

30,0)0 ,3.?781E-01 

40.0)0 , 47784E- 01 

50.0)0 • 59797t:- 01 

--~~~~~o----------~~~rr-----~~~nn~ 60.0)0 , 7.J..t'>OJt- o-r---
• 197 j c::.:- Q 3 

• 2 C· 5 3 G t: - \J 3 

K ESTI \l A ;•.J f) 

VISCOSITY 
(PDISt:) 

-------- ~-------------

• 1 •j L. 3 3 i: - 0 3 

.190:>7C:-03 

.1B7o9C:-o3 

-. 181+ g 8 :. - (J 3 

.18440C:-03 

.183'38~-()3 

,18332E-03 

, 1 B~~---u-3 

.18238~-03 

.19841+E-03 

,19411E-03 

• 19t~ttc:- 0 3-

.186'38::-~\3 

298.150 

298.150 

298,150 

298.150 

l :.IDEti'FROST <19oU> 

T E .'1 PC: RAT URE 
(OEG K> 

293,150 

293.130 

293.130 

293.150 

293.150 

293.150 

293.150 

293.150 

293.150 

298.150 

298.130 

V311--.--t4i1 

298.140 

7 0. 0 JO • 8377oE- 01 

8 0. 0 JO , 9)706E- 01 

90.0)0 o10757E+-OO 

11)(,,0]0 .ll935E+-d0 

PRESSJRE DENSITY 
<AH103) ( Gl-1/ CC) 

o2.1·SO , 75859E- 01 

48.220 ,58771E-01 

34.970 • 42 527E- 01 

21. 4 JU o2:.>9.:>9t.•Ul 

18.030 • 218 34E- 01 

14.610 .17675E- 01 

11.2~0 o135oOE-01 

7.7:·0 ,94C41E-02 

4.330 ,52935E-02 

69.050 .azo40E-01 

52.170 .624D8C::- 01 

35.1 ~ 0 • 419201::- 01 

18. 0 10 • 21427E- 01 



TABLE A5.2 CONT'D 

K C S TI 'l M~ D r! HI T E L A W ( 1 9 6 If) 

VISCJSITY 
CPOIS::> 

.1H440t:-~i3 

.19oJ3t:-o3 

• 2J751E-03 

- .-C'1~~'l2t.·--u-s---· 

• 24077C:-03 

e 2213Si::-03 

• 21G:>o:-o3 

--.-ctl"t~-?~..;;--u--s--

.193':>5C::-C3 

.188.Bt:-03 

.22227C-il3 

--. -1?1-5 3-?-C-~i:i--3--

• 209tl1C:-1)3 

• 201+11i:-~'t3 

.199::JSE- U3 

-.-2~-irB--S-E----:~-3 

• 22ti37C:-03 

• 2 2131 t:- (J 3 

• 215·>~:-03 

--T·z-i1:-'J1.c:--iJ3 

• 24032[-03 

• 235?1t:-03 

• 230'33[-03 

---.---p-z-T-~1'--E---i:B 

• 22294E-03 

• 254il0E-03 

.2s1gor::-o3 

----;--21+975:.-03 

.246J9:::-03 

• 242?9=:-03 

• 2733)[-03 

----.-c.-r t·2 7 [ - 0 ~ 

• 2£:8 3 4 E- 0 3 

Ti:::1PERATURE 
COt.G K> 

297.710 

322.290 

347.120 

374.570 

424.310 

298.250 

297,880 

~ 

297.690 

297.670 

322.340 

22. 3 30 

322.290 

322.320 

322.340 

3~-1}-{) 

347.200 

347.160 

347.160 

347.170 

376.470 

37&.380 

375.340 

--3-7 5. 0 30 

374.570 

424.3.60 

424.430 

42!+. 510 

424.480 

424.320 

469.810 

ro-;--rru-
Lt70.340 

PRE SS'J~:: 
( AHIOS> 

139,4'?0 

109.870 

82.930 

55.1)0 

27.9'30 

124,8'+0 

100,8"0 

77,830 

52,1JO 

25,8)0 

tt-2.330 

116.270 

85.510 

55,830 

28.560 

127.350 

102.5~0 

78.440 

S2.6::ifr 

25.0-30 

1J0.690 

80.830 

59.110 

40.6)0 

19.730 

1Ll4.230 

a-let+ jQ 

62,4'+0 

12.5 

DENSITY 
CGi'1/CC> 

• 16466E~ 0 0 

.131U3E+ OG 

, 99361E- 01 

, 66037E- 01 

• 33 381E- 01 

.13479E~OO 

.1G96Ge-+--fr-ft--

• 8S154E- 01 

,57134E-G1 

.26307E-G1 

• 1..; 992: t 0-{r--

.11554£t 00 

,85832E-01 

.So454E-01 

• 2&9-8 5E- 01 

.11509Et00 

• 93 594E- 01 

, 72438E- 01 

• 4~ 0 3 7[ Q-1-. 

, 23 54 ?E- 01 

.8G871E-01 

• 65487E- 01 

• 48245;:.- 01 

.33355i:-01 

.16363::-01 

.7:>196E-01 

.59975t.-01 

.45787E-01 



• 2f-Sl3E-J3 

TABLE A3. 2 CO:'a' JJ 

470.450 

470.460 

1..1.010 

?.1.410 

LJE!TS1TY 
<G·1/CC) 

.3u322E-01 

• 15945C:- 01 

---s c:r.-~7fto-------+iJ2'oit.) o • oo 3 o 2 t--o-t---

523.970 

523.920 

523.930 

G 0 '<1 J G A !\1 D r A G A tJ C 19 7 1) 

VISCJSITY 
CPOI3:::> 

.23858:..:-03 

~--------------

LU ' : 1U~R.O L L 

VISCJSITY 
<POIS':) 

• 14010E- 1)3 

.15260C::-;:J3 

.1654CJE-03 

.178t0t.-ll3 

• 21450~-03 

• 27430;:-03 

.150JOE-03 

--;-t60't0:.-U:3 

,172:JOE-D3 

.18560':-03 

• 212?.0i::-03 

• 254rJOE--l!3 

TE~1PERATURE 
<DEG K> 

MW 

---

423.150 

423.150 

STIEL (196b) 

Tt:MPERATURE 
COt G K> 

203.150 

203.150 

203.150 

203.150 

203.150 

203.150 

223.150 

2-c 3.150 

223.150 

223.150 

223.150 

223.150 

82.040 .53430E-01 

61,5SO ,4G458E-01 

40.6!0 .26920C:-01 

zo.6Jor---~.4tM3M7M;~·z~~~-~o~tr--

PRf ssu~:: 
<ATt--10'3) 

104.790 

PRESS H:: 
CAH10S) 

20.0)0 

50 • 0 JO 

75,0)0 

100.0J0 

150.010 

200.010 

zc.o 10 

50.0]0 

75. 0 10 

10(,0)0 

150.0)0 

20C.OJO 

DENSITY 
< G>1/ CC > 

,3(J328E-01 

, 84272E- 01 

DENSITY 
CGH/CC> 

• 3b 3 s 5 c:- 0 1 

,97070C:-01 

• 15 2 6 7 E + 0 0 

• 21 0 4 5 c. f 0 0 

, 31795E+ 00 

.40066t:+-00 

• 3C::618E- 01 

.8!:.>017E-01 

.13113E+-OO 

.17812E+OO 

, 2b 8 0 OE +- 0 0 

,34C18t.+OO 

.... 



• 2 91 '3 0 E- £13 

e 162~0E-03 

• 1 7 [1 :) 0 c: - 0 3 

-----.-:u o~o-::-..o-n~5-
• :t87tD:::-o3 

• 21!+ :) [I:~- Q 3 

• 2~.61c::-o3 

• 29330:--03 

,17LHI~-G3 

• 181 'l (. :::- 0 3 

--- T1~f3- f--3-{1-':::-- fi 3 

• 19S1o;:::-o3 

• 2i3::>t:::::-o3 

.233GG::-u3 

TABLE /\3.2 COi\T'D 

223.150 

248,150 

248.150 

----~-o----

248.150 

248.150 

248.150 

2SC,010 

20. 0 }0 
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DEllS II Y 
(G.'1/CC> 

.4u451E+-Oo 

• 28982E- 01 

.74178E-01 ?0.010 

-'f:);\)~---:,:--tHi~--

1 0 C • 0 J 0 • 1? 1 b 4 E + 0 0 

1?0,0JO .22643Et00 

ZOO.OJu .2~3Z?E+OO 

250.0~0 • 35c-rt~ 

248,150 300.010 ,39771Et00 

273,150 20.010 ,26124E-01 

273,150 ?0,010 .66110E-01 

2 7 3 ,+?-+tO------f7_..,s~,--tiO--tJ e • 99 7 4 o E o 1 

273.150 100,010 .13319C:t00 

273,150 150,010 .19772E+OO 

273,150 200,010 .25674E+OO 

---.z~o~,r~·trY--------~277~3~.~1~5~or------~?z~s~o-.~o~,~or------.~3~u-:a~8~ac~-~f~o~o--

.2795o::-o3 273,150 300,010 .35418E+OD 

.303~0~-03 273.150 350,010 .39339E+OO 

• 328:30':-03 273,150 400,0)0 ,42751E+OO 

295.150 20.010 , 238U5E- 01:--

• :191:->L,i::-03 298,150 5D,OJO ,59797E-01 

.196-:,(;t:-03 298.150 75. 0 10 

.2033DE-03 298.150 100.0·10 

.218~c~--------~~----~1~5~.oJo 

,23~1DE-03 298.150 200,010 

• 2 5 51 0 ::: - 0 3 2 9 8 • 1 50 2 s 0 • 0 :) 0 

.27410:-03 298.150 300,0JO 

---.2~-5~~~-~3 298,150 350.0 )0 

.31630E-G3 298.150 40C,Ol0 

, 89748E- 01 

.11935Et00 

.~l'""itft--0 --

• 22 9 32E + 0 0 

.27707E+OO 

, 31 959E + 0 0 

• 3~ 724E~ 0 u 
e39062E+OO 

.33730E-03 298,150 450.0)0 .42035Et00 

.19530E-03 323.150 20.0JO .21881E-01 

--. 2-tHl '3(1 t:: - G--3--------~3-7>2· -3-.--1:-5-fr--- -------"15rttG.-tlr1HiOr------c,.-5.,-• 4'<En-, tt-8 ~5 -r-E--tJ0--:t1 

.2D540E-03 323.150 75.0JO .817H7E-01 

• 211 :> 0 E - Cl 3 3 2 3 • 1 5 0 1 0 0, 0 J 0 , 1L: 8 4 7 E + 0 0 



TABLE !\3.2 CONT'D 

-~-~--VTSC:J)TTY _____ T21°FRATtJRE __ _ 
<POIS~) <DEG K) 

• 22530C::- 03 

• 2S54o.::-o:~ 
• 274~Qf:-':'3 

• 2i396u::-o:{ 

.31170~-03 

-~ -- .-30 ~-or:-·t:<) 

• 3L2lo~:-o3 

• ?D7?f1::-o~ 

, 212SCi:-J3 

323,150 

323.150 

323.150 

323,150 

323.150 

~~. 150 

323.150 

348.150 

348,150 
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~E-ss-:-Rc. DENSTTY-
(AH!Q;) ( Gt1/ C C) 

150.0)0 ,15989d·OO 

2 uih-a-+u , 2ti 7 8-1£-+-B-B----

2S0.010 • 2:; 1 8 2 C: +- 0 G 

3DO,OJO • 29 1 o 1 E +- 0 0 
350.0 )0 .3c745E+OO 

40G.OJO .3S970E+OO 

--tt?1J.-o-jn • 3d81 9Ef 00 

5DO.OJO .41512E+OO 

20.0)0 .2C2S5E-01 

50.0 JO .5L441E-01 

75. 0 ) 0 .702S?2-01 ----.-. cto-;-u ·:_ - ft-(1 ~3-----'t-31r4~e-,-.--~-1--i'5<-1"0r--------'j~:-ft-Tt'l------:-':~~~;;;-f'l--r--

• 2213Gt:··03 

• 2327[!E-fl3 

343.150 

348.150 

348,150 

100.010 

150.0JO 

200.010 

.99620E-01 

.14655E+OO 

.18D55E+OO 

250.0)0 • 23124E~o---~----.cni~~~-J~~----~3h4~s~.~t~5~o-----~~~~---7?~~rF 

• 29210[-;J3 

• 30610::-03 

• 3381D>:-G3 

• 218.HC:- 03 

--~--tte:- 0 3 

• 2 26 0 0 ::- 0 3 

• 23120E-03 

, 241CJOE-03 

348.1?0 

348.150 

348.150 

348,150 

348.150 

373,150 

373.150 

373.150 

373.150 

300.010 • 2b853E +- 0 G 

350.0 JO ,3t;2:55E+OO 

400.0]0 • 33352C:+ 00 

450.:JJO • 36175E+- oo--
500.0]0 ,38754E+GO 

550.010 .41117E+OO 

20.010 .1o861E-01 

so.oJo • 4b849c-ur---

75.0')0 • 69777E- 01 

100.010 • 92245E- 01 

150.0GO ,13551C::+OO 

200.0)0 .1~ ---.-c~~c-f~----~73,15~~----~~~~---~ 

• 26350:::-03 

• 27o10t::-o3 

• 28970E-n3 

373,150 

373.150 

373.150 

,3G420C:-03 373,150 

250.010 , 21411C:+ OG 

300.010 • 24916E+ 00 

350,0]0 .28143E+OO 

400.0)0 • 3111 OE t 0 0 

45C.iJ)O • 33838~o-o-----.-~~-----T377~3~.~t~f?~or-----~~~~----~~~ 

, 324:JOC:-03 

0 3Lo)Qi:-03 

373.1?0 

373.150 

500,0)0 , 36 3 5 OE +- 0 0 

550.010 • 38667E+-00 
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